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Check mates of Mars

The Mars of fact has never quite lived up to the Mars
of fiction. True, the real planet has towering volcanoes
that dwarf any on Earth; an enormous rift valley that
could span a terrestrial continent; and signs that water
once flowed on its now-arid surface. But of canals,
vegetation, or life of any kind, there is none.

Perhaps this is just as well. An inhabited planet within
easy reach of our own could be a recipe for disaster.
In an early landmark of science fiction, The War of the
Worlds, H. G. Wells imagined a full-scale Martian
invasion of the Earth, only to be laid low by the
humblest of terrestrial organisms, microbes.

Wells’s apocalyptic vision was brought to graphic life
by his near-namesake Orson Welles in a famous radio
broadcast of 1938. Staged in the form of a live newscast, and the landing of the Martian invaders relocated
from the rustic home counties of England to the northeastern United States, it was said to have engendered
panic among listeners who took it for a real invasion.
However, historians now doubt that the panic was as
widespread or serious as many reports have claimed,
not least because the programme had few listeners.

Martians of a more romantic sort were visualized in
a series of fantasy novels by the American writer
Edgar Rice Burroughs, starting in 1917 with A Princess
of Mars. The Mars of Burroughs was that of the
astronomers Camille Flammarion and Percival Lowell,
who envisaged it as a dry and dying world, crisscrossed by irrigation canals. In the Burroughs novels,
the planet was known to its inhabitants by the sonorous
name Barsoom. Carl Sagan credited these novels with
stirring his interest in the red planet, even though he
described them as ‘turgidly written’.

The fifth novel in the Burroughs series, The Chessmen of
Mars, was published in 1922, and it is here that we find
a remarkable coincidence. Burroughs invented a
Martian equivalent of chess which he called Jetan,
played by real people in an arena, with pieces being
captured by a duel to the death, as depicted in our
cover illustration.
Burroughs was a respectable chess player himself,
but even better was the great Mars observer E. M.
Antoniadi. Although they never met, or even corresponded, there are certain remarkable parallels in the
lives of Burroughs and Antoniadi, as Richard McKim
explains in this issue. The story also includes an
attempted murder on the Orient Express and a cameo
appearance by a character known unaffectionately as
‘the wickedest man in the world’.
Lest this sound like the plot from another Burroughs
novel or an Orson Welles play, Richard assures us:
‘It is all true!’

COVER: The Chessmen of Mars, the Del Rey edition, Ballantine
Books, New York, 1979. (Reproduced by kind permission of
Penguin Random House LLC, and Edgar Rice Burroughs Inc.)

Right: Fake news 1938 style. Newspapers were keen to attack radio,
because it was taking their circulation.
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From the Editor

Between 1823 and 1836 an optician in Paris produced the three largest telescope lenses in the world at that time.
Although they were available for sale in France, each of them went abroad. The first of these, of 298 mm clear
aperture, was bought by Sir James South and set up in his private observatory at Kensington, west London. Unfortunately the mounting that South commissioned from the English firm of Troughton and Simms proved a costly
failure and left South thoroughly disillusioned with astronomy. Hence what should have been one of the greatest
telescopes in the world produced no useful observations and largely ended the career of a dedicated astronomer.
The second great lens was even larger. Fully a third of a metre in diameter it was bought in 1831 by the Irish
politician and astronomer Edward Joshua Cooper who set it up at his seat at Markree Castle in northwest Ireland,
initially with a wooden tube and altazimuth mount which was replaced a few years later with a cast-iron tube and
equatorial mounting by Thomas Grubb. This telescope did produce useful work, being used to observe Halley’s
Comet and create a catalogue of over 60,000 faint stars near the ecliptic to facilitate searches for asteroids.
The third great lens, essentially a twin of the one acquired by South, was bought by Hugh Percy, the Duke of
Northumberland, and became the original object-glass for the Northumberland Telescope at Cambridge, where it
had a productive career for over a century.
Who was the optician behind these world-beating lenses? It was a Frenchman named Robert-Aglaé Cauchoix,
not perhaps as well-known outside France (or possibly inside) as one might expect. In this issue Françoise Launay,
formerly of Meudon Observatory, tells us more about the life and works of this under-appreciated optician.
Also in this issue, regular contributor William Sheehan explains how perceptual errors have misled astronomers from ancient times to the present, while those wondering why the front cover of this issue of The Antiquarian
Astronomer resembles a pulp fiction novel should turn to page 29 where Richard McKim reveals the surprising
connections between Mars observer Eugène-Michel Antoniadi and the Mars novelist Edgar Rice Burroughs.
Ian Ridpath

About the Society for the History of Astronomy

The Society for the History of Astronomy (SHA) was formed in June 2002 with three main aims:
•

•
•

To provide a forum for those with an interest in the history of astronomy and related subjects;

To promote the history of astronomy by academics, educators, amateur astronomers, and local historians;

To encourage research into the history of astronomy, especially by amateurs, and to facilitate its collation,
interpretation, preservation, publication, and dissemination.

To implement these aims, the Society organizes regular meetings and publishes its twice-yearly SHA Bulletin and an
annual Journal, The Antiquarian Astronomer. These provide opportunities to publish research by members and others into
all aspects of the history of astronomy and related subjects. Because most members are amateur astronomers and
amateur historians, much of their research is likely to be outside the scope of professional journals.

Papers for The Antiquarian Astronomer should contain original research, new interpretation, insights of material in
the public domain, or bring to a wider audience material of limited availability or that is available only in dispersed locations. Papers offered to The Antiquarian Astronomer should not have been previously published and are subject to external
peer review. Back issues of The Antiquarian Astronomer appear on the SAO/NASA Astrophysics Data System (ADS) two
years after publication; to access them, go to http://adsabs.harvard.edu/bib_abs.html and type our official abbreviation,
antas, into the box marked Journal Name/Code.

The Society also publishes a Bulletin which usually appears twice per year. The scope of the Bulletin includes,
but is not necessarily limited to: news and developments in the history of astronomy, meeting reports, articles, obituaries,
book reviews, and members’ letters. Articles for the Bulletin can be on any aspect of the history of astronomy and are
usually up to 2000 words in length. They normally do not contain significant new research (such research should be published in The Antiquarian Astronomer) and are not peer reviewed. Contributions for the Observatory Scrapbook series are
particularly welcome; these items consist of a brief description (typically 500 words or fewer) and an illustration of some
historical observatory. It is prudent to discuss contributions for the Bulletin, particularly book reviews, with the Editor(s)
in advance to avoid duplication. Addresses can be found on the inside back cover of this Journal.

Timely information, particularly about forthcoming events, both SHA and other, is communicated to members
via the quarterly e-News, which most members will receive by email.
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Robert Aglaé Cauchoix (1776–1845)
and his large achromatic object-glasses
Françoise Launay

The French optician Robert Aglaé Cauchoix won international fame through
his efforts to produce large achromatic object-glasses of high quality. He aimed
at supplying his own country and especially the Paris Observatory with his best
products. During the 1830s he made the three largest object-glasses in the world
at that time, but all three went abroad to Britain and Ireland, probably for financial reasons. Newly discovered archival documents outlined in this paper afford
us a better knowledge of Cauchoix’s life and achievements. This paper also
attempts to trace as many of Cauchoix’s large optical pieces as possible from
their manufacture to the present.

1. Youth and education

French department of Yonne to the southeast of Paris.
At that time Cauchoix’s total fortune came to 1800
francs while Marie Sophie brought 1000 francs as a
dowry.

The future optician was born Le Cauchois on 1776
April 20 and was given the Christian names Robert
Aglaé when he was baptized on April 23 (Figure 1)
at Cormeilles-en-Parisis, a village 17 km northwest of
Paris. The family’s surname was officially changed to
Cauchoix by a judgment of 1800 April 2.1 Cauchoix’s
father, Antoine, was a lawyer from Normandy. He and
his wife Marie Agathe Daniel had at least five children.
Robert Aglaé was sent to Paris where he became a
pupil at the Collège de Navarre, where experimental
physics was taught by the naturalist and physicist
Mathurin Jacques Brisson (1723–1806), a member of
the French Académie des sciences. After this he studied
at the Collège de Lisieux, also in Paris, before deciding
to become an optician in 1892.2
Nothing is known about Cauchoix’s technical
apprenticeship but it is likely that he learned his craft
with the famous ‘opticien du Roy’ Jean Charles Gonichon (c.1738–99), whose daughter Marie Sophie he
married in 1800, eight months after Gonichon’s death
(see the family tree, Figure 2).
On his marriage contract3 with his 17-year-old
fiancée Cauchoix is said to be still a ‘student optician’,
which means he had not yet completed his training. At
that time he was living at 44 place de l’Ecole while
Marie Sophie was living with her mother and her two
brothers at 7 rue des Postes, the well-known address of
several opticians of the Gonichon family.4
Marie Sophie had not yet come of age, and her
guardian was her grandfather Etienne Antoine Putois
(1753–1828), another famous optician then living in the
Issue 12, June 2018

2. Cauchoix’s beginnings as an optician
(1804–22)

In 1804, newly established as an optician at 305 rue de
la Loi, (now rue de Richelieu), near the Paris Opéra,
Cauchoix had invented and improved three instruments which he submitted for examination to the
Ministry of Industry: a micrometer to be used with
Fig. 1: Cauchoix’s birth/baptism certificate (20/23 April 1776),
parish register. Archives of Cormeilles-en-Parisis (Val-d’Oise),
France. (Photograph by the author)
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Fig. 2: Gonichon-Cauchoix family tree. Robert Aglaé Cauchoix appears twice because he married two grand-daughters of the optician
Jean Baptiste Charles Gonichon. (Compiled by the author, from primary sources)
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+ >26.03.1762

+ >26.03.1762

- Parish or Civil Status registers
(outside Paris)

- Paris Departmental Archives
(surviving extracts from burnt registers)

GONICHON
Félicité
o ?04.09.1817
Paris
+ 21.03.1898
Versailles

x 01.12.1831
Maisons-Alfort
DESILLES
Prudence Aurore
o 22.12.1809
Reggio
+ 24.05.1890
Paris 6

MC 27.08.1822
Paris X
BARATTE
François Théodore
o 25.02.1789
Paris St-Eustache
+ 07.03.1870
Paris 10
Grocer

.

ROSSIN
Agathe Gabr.
o 03.10.1805
Deux-Ponts
+1816< <1830

**CAUCHOIX**
Robert Aglaé
o 20.04.1776
Cormeilles
+ 05.02.1845
Deuil
Optician

+ 21.01.1851
Rochefort

SEGUE
Anne
o

x 1830<<1833

ROSSIN
Pierre J B E
o
1807
Landau
+ 11.10.1855
Paris I
Navy Engineer

+1816< <1830

ROSSIN
Nicolas A E
o 01.10.1810

+ 16.02.1830
Paris XII

CAUCHOIX
Ant. Gabrielle

x 12.05.1803
Clèves

+ 18.11.1815
Fontainebleau

ROSSIN
Pierre J.Bapt.
o ca
1768

+ >19.08.1754

GONICHON
Cath. Franç.
o 08.12.1754
Rambouillet
+>28.03.1780

+ >28.03.1780

SAMSON
Marie Catherine
o

x 27.08.1753
Rambouillet

GONICHON
Pierre François
o

.1754

sister

+ 11.08.1733
Rambouillet

BILLARD
Joseph. Seconde
o
+ 20.06.1839
Paris X

+ <

x 23.06.1824
St-Maurice

MC 09.02.1835
Chaumont

Optician

1731
YVON
Elisabeth
o

x <

+ 19.12.1754
Rambouillet
Optician

*GONICHON*
François Benoist
o ca
1704

GONICHON
Thomas
o ca 08.1731

*ROSSIN*
J.B.Théophraste
o 24.02.1804
St-Germ.- Laye
+ c.
1850

ROUSTAIN LABAROLIERE
Pierre
o 05.04.1729
Lyon St-Saturnin
+ 11.09.1807
Etampes

x 25.10.1803
Paris

ROUSTAIN
Jean Bapt. Pierre
o 21.12.1804
Paris XI
+ 08.08.1856
Charenton-le-Pont
Law teacher

+ >16.05.1800

*PUTOIS*
Étienne Antoine
o 02.04.1753
Villeneuve/Yonne
+ 28.01.1828
St-Maurice
Opticien breveté
du roi

MC 04.02.1780
Paris St-Et. Mt

GONICHON
M. Angél. Cath.
o ?19.02.1746
Paris
+ 28.12.1831
St-Maurice

PUTOIS
Antoinette Angélique
o 17.01.1783
Paris
+ 18.04.1847
Charenton-le-Pont

Living in Paris

+ >01.11.1793

GONICHON
Nicolas Zacharie
o ?02.11.1743

PUTOIS
M. Ant. Henriette
o

CAUCHOIX
Theophraste Jules
o 11.03.1813
Paris XII
+ <17.01.1820

GONICHON
Michel Ange
o 02.10.1787
Paris St-Etienne
+ 04.10.1810
Coïmbra
Sergent

+ ?08.01.1791
Paris

GONICHON
Françoise Olimpiade
o ?22.10.1742

CAUCHOIX
Henriette Agathe Alphise
o 12.11.1801
Paris XII
+ 23.06.1888
Paris 10

**CAUCHOIX**
Robert Aglaé
o 20.04.1776
Cormeilles
+ 05.02.1845
Deuil
Optician

FEUCHERE
Félicité
o ?04.11.1794
+ 10.09.1857
Versailles

MC 16.05.1800
Paris XII

x 04.08.1812
Paris St.Nic.Cps

COZETTE
Paule
o ?25.09.1752
Paris
+ 05.10.1846
Versailles

MC 28.03.1780
Paris St-Hippolyte

*GONICHON*
Jean Charles
o ?21.08.1738
Paris
+ 18.09.1799
Paris XII
Opticien du Roy

GONICHON
Marie Sophie
o 03.02.1783
Paris St-Etienne
+ 17.01.1820
Paris X

+ 21.12.1737
Rambouillet

GONICHON
Nicolas
o ca 08.1737

+ 29.09.1792
Paris St-Jacq.du-Haut-Pas
Miroitière privilégiée

*PARIS*
Marie Michelle
o ca
1713

MC 14.10.1736
Paris St-Etienne-du-Mont

+ 17.12.1761
Paris St-Etienne-du-Mont
Opticien breveté du Roy

*GONICHON*
Jean Baptiste Charles
o ?
1703

BLANCHARD
Marie Madeleine
o ca
1666
+ 10.01.1751 Paris St-Etienne-du-Mont

x

GONICHON
Jean
o
+ 1736< <1751
Stationer in Paris

*GONICHON*
Charles Pierre
o 12.09.1781
Paris
+ 28.03.1867
Versailles
Optician

+>24.11.1763

PARIS
Fr. Melanie
o

MARIE
J. B. Augustin
o ca
1759

+ 12.02.1762
Paris St-Barthélémy
Maître miroitier

*MARIE*
Jean Baptiste Nicolas
o

MC 13.07.1756
Paris St-Et.-du-Mont

+ >28.03.1780

PARIS
Marie Anne
o ca . .1732

MARIE
M. Anne Victoire
o ca
1757

Opticien du Roy

+>04.07.1765

*PARIS*
Claude
o

- Paris National Archives
(marriage contracts, post-mortem inventories)

Sources:

4) GONICHON Marie Amable
o c.
1734
+ > 28.03.1780
x 28.10.1757
LEDOUX Pierre Augustin
Master clockmaker

3) GONICHON Charles
o c.
1733
+ > 21.08.1755

2) GONICHON Gabriel Auguste
+ > 21.08.1755
Printer

1) GONICHON Claude Ambroise
+ > 21.08.1755

(+) 09.07.1750
Paris St-Etienne

*PARIS*
Claude
o 27.03.1703
Chaillot
+ 30.10.1763
Paris St-Et.-du-Mont
Miroitier privilégié

+ 09.01.1784
Paris St-Et.-du-Mont
Dressmaker

VALLEYRE
Geneviève
o

Nun

+ >14.10.1736

GONICHON
Marie Anne
o

MC 20.07.1729
Paris St-Et-du-Mont

+>20.07.1729

+ 27.07.1755
Paris St-Séverin
Printer bookseller

GONICHON
M. Mad. Elis.
o

MC 22.04.1720
Paris St-Séverin

GONICHON
Marie Jeanne
o

GONICHON
Jean Baptiste
o ca
1685

‘Miroitiers’ and opticians’ names
are shown between stars

MC = Marriage contract

2.1. Beginning of the rivalry with Lerebours
Two weeks later d’Artigues was asked to provide a
large piece of flint suitable for object-glasses 6 pouces
(162 mm) in diameter. A major competition then began
between Cauchoix and the other top French optician
of the time, Noel Jean Lerebours (1761–1840).10 On
November 15 Arago announced to the Bureau that all
the terrestrial refractors made by Cauchoix were generally better than those made by Dollond, and that they
were perfectly achromatic.
On 1811 January 23 Biot announced that Cauchoix
had just made a refractor of 4 pouces (108 mm) diameter and 5 pieds (1.6 m) focal length, while d’Artigues
was trying to produce larger pieces of flint glass. In May
Cauchoix wrote to the Ministry of Interior to thank
them for the encouragement he had received.11 This
included the permission to settle his workshop free of
charge in the building which had housed the Collège
des Grassins before the Revolution.12 In March the following year the Proceedings of the Bureau des longitudes mentioned collaboration between Cauchoix and
Biot who had given the optician some optical formulae
to apply.
The members of the Bureau des longitudes had
noticed identical defects in French and English blanks
of flint, defects which did not appear in the products
of the German instrument maker Georg Friedrich
von Reichenbach (1771–1826) in Bavaria. Lerebours
claimed that he would be ready to make large objectglasses if he had larger flint blanks available.

refracting and reflecting telescopes; a goniometer (an
instrument for measuring angles); and a barometer.
The opinion of the members of the Conservatoire des
Arts et Métiers was that Cauchoix deserved the congratulations of the Minister.5
A few years later, in 1809, the first mention of the
work of Cauchoix appeared in the Proceedings (Procèsverbaux)6 of the Bureau des longitudes, the institution
which was to administer the Paris Observatory from
1795 to 1854.7 Unless otherwise stated most of the following information come from these Proceedings.
On June 7 that year the physicist Jean Baptiste Biot
(1774–1862) announced that ‘a young artist’ had made
achromatic refractors with glass made in France.8 Later
that same month the astronomer Alexis Bouvard
(1767–1843) reported that he had examined such a
refractor, had compared it with an English one, and
thought that the French one was as good as the other
and even brighter.
On 1809 November 22 the glass-maker Aimé
Gabriel d’Artigues (1773–1848) read to the Bureau’s
members a memoir about his methods for making flint
glass. Cauchoix brought a refractor made with this flint
glass together with another refractor made by the
English optician Dollond for comparison (which of the
Dollond family is not stated). Cauchoix also showed the
Bureau several object-glasses, the largest having a diameter of 45 lignes (102 mm).9
In 1810 January Pierre Simon de Laplace (1749–
1827) informed the Bureau des longitudes that he had
told the Minister of the Interior about the work of
d’Artigues on flint glass and of Cauchoix in making
object-glasses. On June 6 Cauchoix showed the Bureau
several object-glasses made of two or three elements.
The apertures were from 38 to 45 lignes (86 to 102 mm)
and the larger had a focal length of 6 pieds (1.9 m).
They were to be examined by Bouvard, Biot, François
Arago (1786–1853), and Louis Mathieu (1783–1875).

2.2. Cauchoix’s ‘periscopic spectacles’
In 1813 Cauchoix published in the journal Le Moniteur
his Instructions sur les lunettes périscopiques (Instructions on
periscopic spectacles).13 These had been invented a few
years earlier in England by William Hyde Wollaston
(1766–1828) and used a meniscus lens to give a wider
field of view than normal spectacles. Cauchoix was then

Fig. 3: Cauchoix’s design for his ‘lunettes polyaldes’, small refractors with variable magnification.
(Institut national de la propriété industrielle, file INPI 1BA1345)
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producing such spectacles in his workshop in the rue
des Amandiers-Sainte-Geneviève (the address of the
former Collège des Grassins).
From 1814 November 20 all the instruments built
by Cauchoix became available for sale in a shop at 17
quai Voltaire, where Cauchoix stayed until 1821.14 It
seems also that Cauchoix went to England in 1814 for
some unknown period of time to sell his ‘periscopic
spectacles’.15

produits de l’industrie française, with a mention of his
mural refractors which were described as ‘very useful
for the navy’,20 presumably referring to their use in
measuring accurate star positions for navigation.

3. The post-mortem inventory of
Cauchoix’s first wife (1822)

Marie Sophie Gonichon died on 1820 January 17 at 17
quai Voltaire, but her post-mortem inventory was not
drawn up until 1822 July 17.21 The notarial deed indicates that on 1822 April 1 Cauchoix had moved along
the street from 17 quai Voltaire to a corner shop on the
second floor of 1 rue du Bac, with windows overlooking
27 quai Voltaire. Marie Sophie’s heir was her daughter
Henriette Agathe Alphise, the only surviving child of
the Cauchoix couple. The experts designated to assess
the value of the instruments and tools were the opticians Noël François Joseph Buron (c.1791–56) and Jean
Baptiste Placide Lemire.
While the value of the furniture and clothing was
estimated at 4337 francs, and jewellery (a watch in gold
made by Breguet) at 700 francs, the total for the instruments and tools (114 numbered items, each comprising
many instruments) was 23,792 francs. By comparison,
the rent for the flat was 4000 francs per year.
Among the instruments were three refracting telescopes (150 francs); five barometers; four microscopes;
nine mirrors; four mountings for refractors; one sextant; one prism with liquid; eight thermometers; four
spherometers; two camera lucidas; four levels; two
goniometers; sixteen sundials in china; two mural
refractors (200 francs); seven camera obscuras; 1728
lenses for spectacles; two spectacle frames in gold (1110
francs); 160 frames in silver gilt (2400 francs); 95 frames
in tortoiseshell and gold or silver; 868 various frames;
238 opera glasses in copper, silver, gold, ivory, or

2.3. Cauchoix’s defeat at an election at the Bureau des longitudes
On 1814 October 21 the Bureau des longitudes
decided that from then on three ‘artistes adjoints’
(deputy artists) would be elected instead of one: an
engineer and instrument maker, a clock-maker, and an
optician. Both Cauchoix and Lerebours sent lists of
their products in the hope of being nominated as the
optician artist. On November 30 Lerebours, who had
already been nominated as ‘optician of the Observatory’ a few months earlier, was elected with the votes of
all ten members.

2.4. Cauchoix’s first patent
On 1814 August 17 Cauchoix, who earned his living
selling spectacles and opera glasses,16 applied for a
patent for what he called ‘lunettes polyaldes’ (Figure 3),
i.e. small refractors with variable magnification. He
obtained a 15-year patent for these on 1815 May 1717
and the instructions for their use were published the
following year.
During the ensuing years Cauchoix continued to
collaborate with Biot who made reports to the Bureau des
longitudes about his work in progress. This included
setting up a ‘chambre noire périscopique’ (periscopic
camera obscura) in Belleville gardens, on one of the
northern hills of Paris in 1818,18 and improvements for
a kaleidoscope in the same year.19 In 1819 Cauchoix
was awarded a silver medal at the Paris Exposition des

A

B
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Fig. 4: A set of opera glasses
with optics and mechanical work
by Cauchoix; decorative features
were probably outsourced to
specialist craftsmen.
A: aperture 38 mm; length 70–
104 mm; ivory and gold-plated.
B: aperture 38 mm; length 36–
100 mm; tortoiseshell and silverplated.
C: aperture 44 mm; length 85–
125 mm; ivory and silver-plated.
D: aperture 27 mm; length 61–85
mm; tortoiseshell and silver-plated.
E: aperture 44 mm; length 63–
122 mm; ivory and gold-plated.
(Photograph by Guillaume
Blanchard)
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ebony; 44 cases for opera glasses; and 60 spectacles,
object-glasses for spyglasses (1550 francs), and flintglass blanks (150 francs).
The most important pieces were two refractors of 22
lignes (50-mm) diameter (2120 francs), one refractor of
4 pieds (1.3-m) length (300 francs), one portable transit
instrument (400 francs), and one refractor of 4 pouces
(108 mm) diameter and 5 pieds (1.62 m) length with a
stand (800 francs).
This list confirms that Cauchoix had to sell many
pairs of spectacles and spyglasses to earn his living –
some examples are shown in Figure 4. Nevertheless he
definitely had the soul of an inventor.

4. The large object-glasses (1822–36)

On 1822 December 11 the Bureau des longitudes, having
14,000 francs to spend, decided to order a transit
instrument, an achromatic refractor, and a theodolite
for the Paris and Marseilles observatories.
Competition between Lerebours and Cauchoix was
fierce. Lerebours announced on 1823 June 4 that he
had just completed a 9-pouce (244-mm) object-glass.
For this he probably used either English or Swiss flint
glass, because he had told the Bureau des longitudes
that he was not happy with d’Artigues’ products.
Fig. 5: The so-called ‘pied Cauchoix’ telescope stand invented by
Cauchoix in 1823. From Lardner (1856), p. 383.
Fig. 6: The Vaucanson chain of Cauchoix’s stand, preserved at
Cormeilles-en-Parisis, birth place of Cauchoix. (Photograph by
Évelyne Mérigot)

Meanwhile, Cauchoix had begun work on an 11pouce (298-mm) object-glass, the first of the three
famous objectives which were to be bought by British
customers and for which he used flint glass made by the
famous Swiss glass-maker Pierre Louis Guinand (1748–
1824) or his successors.

4.1. Difficulties in obtaining large blanks of flint and crown glass
The difficulties encountered by the opticians were not
so much concerned with calculating, figuring, and
polishing. The big issue was to get large blanks of
flint glass and also crown glass. It is worth recalling
Guinand’s part in this story.
Guinand had been employed since 1805 in the optical shop of the Mathematical-Mechanical Institute at
Benediktbeuern south of Munich which was run by
Reichenbach, Joseph von Utzschneider (1763–1840),
and Joseph Liebherr (1767–1840). Due partly to a clash
of temperament between Joseph Fraunhofer (1787–
1826) and Guinand, and partly to the great difficulties
that Guinand’s son Aimé had in running his father’s
factory in Switzerland, Guinand’s contract with the
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Mathematical-Mechanical Institute was terminated in
1814 and Guinand returned to his Swiss village of Les
Brenets.
He was promised a pension provided that he and his
wife never made glass or assisted anybody else in doing
so, but Guinand did not comply with the terms of the
contract. He resumed making glass with the help of his
fourth wife Rosalie Bouverot (1783–1855), his son
Aimé (1774–1847), and his son-in-law Couleru, and
lost his pension. His products were so famous that in
1820 Lerebours travelled to Les Brenets and bought all
the flint glass available. In 1821, thanks to his friend
Edouard Reynier, a protestant minister who was also
an amateur astronomer, Guinand made contact with
the Astronomical Society of London (the forerunner of
the RAS) to have his flint glass evaluated.22
The first report, written in 1823, was not particularly favourable. Guinand sent another sample of flint
glass to London in November that year. This disk,
which was 184 mm in diameter, was placed in the
hands of the famous London optician Charles Tulley
(1761–1831) to make into the concave element of an
achromatic object-glass.23
Unfortunately, considerable difficulty was experienced in obtaining a disk of crown glass sufficiently
homogeneous to match it, and it was impossible for
Tulley to complete this telescope before 1826, by which
time Guinand had passed away. The terms of the
report signed by George Dollond, John Herschel, and
William Pearson in May could not have been more
laudatory to the deceased glass-maker: ‘The telescope
... is certainly more achromatic than usual, a circumstance depending not merely on the nice adjustment of
the foci, but on the quality of the flint glass mainly’.24
In 1823 Cauchoix also went to Les Brenets where he
bought several disks and ordered larger ones. In March
he had been allowed to import seven blanks of flint
from 6 to 11 pouces (162 to 298 mm) in diameter and
three disks of crown from 5 to 8 pouces (135 to 216
mm), tax free.25

than can be obtained by this rack M M, the object is
accomplished by shifting the position of the entire
stand by means of the castors B B B.
The instrument is moved vertically by means of
a pair of winches s s, attached to the ends of an
axle r, on which a pinion is fixed which works in a
wheel fixed on the axle t, upon the ends of which
are two pinions, in which two endless chains, q q,
work; these endless chains pass over rollers at the
top and bottom of the frame, and being attached
to a sliding piece o o, raise it and lower it. This sliding piece o o is jointed to a frame D D, which is
hinged upon the frame c, the latter being itself
hinged upon the top of the stand at v.26

4.3. Cauchoix’s sale of a 6-pouce object-glass for the Paris
Observatory
At the same meeting in 1823, a few members of the
Bureau des longitudes were designated to oversee the
building of a new transit instrument of 6 pouces (162
mm) diameter. Both Lerebours and Cauchoix made an
object-glass for it, the mounting being tasked to Henri
Prudence Gambey (1787–1847). Both object-glasses
were found equivalent in quality and on 1824 April 14
the Bureau des longitudes decided to buy the cheaper
one. The quotes sent by post were read on April 21:
Lerebours was asking 8000 francs, while Cauchoix
wanted only 3500 francs. Cauchoix was paid on 1824
May 5, along with 600 francs for another object-glass,
102 mm in diameter, for Marseilles observatory.
Cauchoix had won with the transit instrument, but
he still had in store the 11-pouce (298-mm) clear aperture refractor he had shown at the 1823 exhibition in
Paris (Figure 7) where he was granted a gold medal.
Here are the comments published in 1824 in the
Philosophical Magazine: ‘M. Cauchoix, who is nearly 50
years old, is regarded as possessing a more complete
knowledge of his art than M. Lerebours, though he has
Fig. 7: Cauchoix’s card for the Paris exhibition of the works of
French industry in 1823. On it his name is spelled in its original
form, ‘Cauchois’. (Archives nationales de Paris, F/12/990)

4.2. The telescope stand invented by Cauchoix
On 1823 October 15 the large refractors made by
Lerebours and Cauchoix were found to be of very good
quality by the Bureau des longitudes. On October 22
Arago suggested buying the stand supplied by Cauchoix
which had been used for the tests. We do not know
whether it was the new type of stand that Cauchoix had
just designed and built (Figure 5). This stand used a
Vaucanson chain (Figure 6) and was very easy to use.
Moreover, it was very well balanced and did not need
any counterweight. A good description of it is given by
Lardner, together with an illustration:
The instrument is placed in an angular bed u u,
supported upon a framing, c, of adequate strength.
It is moved through a certain angle laterally by a
pinion v, which works in a curved rack M M. When
a greater lateral change of direction is required
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not brought it so much into exercise: he has constructed a telescope of 11 [French] inches aperture, the
largest which has ever been made in France; and likewise a stand of a very ingenious construction to support
a telescope’.27

4.4. Cauchoix’s patent for the use of quartz glass
On 1828 July 7 Cauchoix applied for a new patent for
the use of quartz instead of crown glass which would
reduce the focal length of achromatic object-glasses.28
The patent was awarded on September 30 for 10
years29 and Cauchoix published a Notice on his so-called
‘lunettes vitro-cristallines’ (Figure 8).30

Fig. 8: ‘Lunette Vitro-Cristalline’ engraved on the tube of a small
refractor made by Cauchoix. (Photograph by Guillaume Blanchard)

‘Mr South has acquired the large Cauchoix refractor
with which he made observations the previous week’.
This was an exaggeration. The truth was that Sir
James had purchased the object-glass only, reputedly
for £1000 or £1200 pounds,31 for his observatory in
Kensington. Unfortunately, the mount made for it by
Edward Troughton (1753–1835) was a failure and led
to a bitter legal dispute between him and South.32 After
the destruction of the unsatisfactory mount, which was
sold as scrap metal, South donated the object-glass to
Trinity College Dublin in 1863. It is still in use on an
1868 Grubb equatorial mount at Dunsink Observatory, Dublin.33

4.5. Sir James South’s 11-pouce object-glass
On 1829 September 23 the Bureau des longitudes,
which had 7000 francs left to spend, decided to use this
money as a down-payment for one of the large refractors made by Lerebours or by Cauchoix, but they
decided nothing more. On October 14 Sir James South
(1785–1867), the new President of the Royal Society,
who had previously attended meetings of the Bureau,
arrived from London to observe the occultation of
Aldebaran. A week later came a great piece of news:

Fig. 9: Engraving by W.
Eldridge of the temporary wooden
altazimuth mounting of the achromatic refracting telescope belonging to Edward Joshua Cooper.
The instrument was fitted with
an object-glass of 334 mm
aperture made by Cauchoix in
1829 and sold to Cooper in
1831.
(Institute of Astronomy,
Cambridge, 1810/217820)
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Fig. 10: Printed sketch by the
English architect Joseph Gwilt
(1784–1863) of the large
equatorial belonging to Edward
Joshua Cooper at Markree,
County Sligo, Ireland. The
mounting was built by Thomas
Grubb in 1834. The telescope
was in the open air on a pyramid
of limestone blocks encircled by a
high wall but with no dome or
other covering to protect it.
(Institute of Astronomy,
Cambridge, 1810/217839)

4.6. Edward Joshua Cooper’s object-glass
At the start of December 1829 Cauchoix sent a letter
advising Bouvard that he had just finished an even
larger object-glass, this time of 12⅓ pouces (334 mm)
aperture. We do not know what the response was, but
we do know that the Bureau did not buy it. In an echo of
the James South story, on 1831 July 13 came the news:
‘A member of the Bureau des longitudes thinks that
Cauchoix has sold his large refractor to an Irish man’.
The anonymous member was not wrong: Cauchoix
had eventually sold his giant object-glass for 25,000
francs34 to Edward Joshua Cooper (1798–1863)35 for his
observatory at Markree Castle in County Sligo, Ireland.
The flint glass had also been made by Guinand, while
the crown had been supplied by Augustin Deviolaine
(1771–1860), the owner of the glassworks of Prémontré
(Aisne). At 13.29 inches aperture (the size stated by
Cauchoix in 1831), it was at that time the largest achromatic telescope lens in the world.36
The instrument was mounted first on a temporary
wooden altazimuth mounting (Figure 9). In 1834 an
equatorial mounting with tube and stand in cast iron was
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built by Thomas Grubb (1800–78). The pier was a stone
pyramid and there was no dome or roof over it (Figure
10). The instrument was used to produce a four-volume
Catalogue of Stars Near the Ecliptic published 1851–56.37
Unfortunately, the lenses were not properly centred,
and after Cooper’s death the instrument was not in
good condition.38 It was sold around 1928 to the Jesuit
seminary in Aberdeen, Hong Kong, and was moved to
Manila Observatory in the late 1940s, where the objective was being used in a Littrow spectrograph for solar
work in 1989.39

4.7. Cauchoix’s missed sale to the Paris Observatory
The Bureau des longitudes had to reduce its ambitions
for financial reasons and on 1831 August 17 they decided
to buy another 6-pouce (162-mm) refractor. Lerebours
asked 6000 francs for his instrument with mounting.
Cauchoix offered Bouvard a refractor of 6.5 pouces (176
mm) aperture for 4000 francs, a tube and several eyepieces for 1000 francs, and a Cauchoix-type walnut stand
for an additional 1000 francs.40 The total cost was the
same as that asked by Lerebours, whose instrument was
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Table 1: Large object glasses made by Robert Aglaé Cauchoix

1 ‘pied’ (French foot) = 12 ‘pouces’ (French inches) = 12 × 27.07 mm = 144 ‘lignes’ (French lines) = 144 × 2.256 mm = 324.84 mm.
Metric equivalents given in square brackets [ ] have been converted by the author. Those without brackets are as given in the references.

Date Diameter

Clear
aperture

sold: 1831:
1831 crown
354 mm;
flint
341 mm

1831:
1 pied
4.5 lignes
335 mm

sold: 11 pouces
1829 2 lignes
303 mm

11 pouces
297 mm

Focal
length

Initial
location

Price

Notes

object-glass
25,000 francs;
flint sold for
7000 francs
by Guinand
to Cauchoix

flint: Guinand;
Manila
crown: Deviolaine; Observatory
Grubb mount
Littrow
spectrograph
(1989)

23

Edward
Joshua
Cooper
(1798–1863)

Markree,
Ireland

18 pieds
[5.85 m]

20

James South
(1785–1867)

Kensington, object-glass
England
reputedly
£1000 or
£1200

11 pouces
297 mm

18 pieds
[5.85 m]

20

Hugh Percy
Cambridge object-glass
Duke of
Observatory, 15,000 francs?
Northumberland England
(1785–1847)

1823 8¼ pouces 8 pouces
[223 mm] [217 mm]

18

sold:
1844

8 pouces
[217 mm]

12 pieds
[3.90 m]

13 pieds
[4.34 m]

19

before
1841

7 pouces
[190 mm]

c. 2 m

11
15
or
17

1837

165 mm

7 pieds
9 or 10
pouces
[2.5 or
2.8 m]
1.88 m

11

1824 6 pouces
[162 mm]

7 pieds
2 pouces
[2.32 m]

14

1824 6 pouces
[162 mm]

7 pieds
4 pouces
[2.38 m]

15

1825 6.5 pouces 6 pouces
[176 mm] [162 mm]

7 pieds
4 pouces
[2.38 m]

15

2.38 m?

15

75 inches
[1.90 m]

13

1831 11 pouces
sold: 2 lignes
1835 303 mm

1831 6.5 pouces
[162 mm]

1824
sold:
1829

1852 6 inches
[152 mm]

1831:
23 pieds
7 pouces
5 lignes
7.70 m
1836:
1836:
12⅓ pouces 23 pieds
[334 mm] 9 pouces
[7.71 m]

Focal Initial
ratio owner/
user

6 pouces
[162 mm]
5.7 inches
[145 mm]

1831 59 lignes
[133 mm]
1836 5 pouces
[135 mm]

1828 5 pouces
[135 mm]

132 mm

1831 55 lignes
[124 mm]
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Brussels,
Belgium
Cairo,
Egypt

Richard
Sheepshanks
(1794–1855)

South Dome,
Greenwich

4000 francs;
tube +
eyepieces and
box 1000 fr;
stand 1000 fr

Source

object-glass only;
flint: Guinand

Dunsink
Observatory
Ireland

flint: firm
Veuve GuinandDaguet-Berthet;
object-glass
refigured 1937

Cambridge
University
(in storage)

Cauchoix 1831 (BGE)
Cauchoix 1836
Wayman 1988
Hoskin 1989
Abrahams 2018 (price)

object-glass
cut in two
in 1882

Museum of
the Royal
Observatory
of Belgium

used in 1849
by Lambert-Bey

proposed to
the Bureau
des longitudes
Grubb mount

refractor with
eyepieces and
box 4600 francs;
stand 8000 fr

Obs. of the
Rome,
Roman College/ Italy
E. Dumouchel

Paris,
France

Richard
Hodgson
(1804–72)

Claybury,
England

48 pouces 10
[1.30 m]

Observatory

6 pieds
[1.95 m]

14

Academic
Observatory

Dublin,
Ireland

38 pouces
[1 m]

8

Richard
Sheepshanks

3500 francs

used by Secchi
during the 1860
solar eclipse

Gambey transit
instrument

3 identical
object-glasses
with quartz

‘made of two
glasses’

4000 francs
quartz
with eyepieces
and stand

10

A. Gautier 1825
Cauchoix 1831 (BGE)
Gautier 1854
Quetelet 1857
Sterken 2013

Lambert-Bey 1849

Abrahams 2018
NMM website
Cauchoix 1824

Monte Porzio
Catone (Rome
Observatory)

Cauchoix 1836
Altamore et al. 2018

Herstmonceux?
(but different
characteristics)

Airy 1881
RGO 2018

loaned to Nancy PV BdL 21-04-1824
University
Cauchoix 1836
in 1910
Enquêtes 1911

quartz

2500 francs

Cauchoix 1831 (BGE)
Cauchoix 1836
Hargreaves 1937
Abrahams 2018 (price)

Cauchoix 1824

said to be
by Cauchoix

Strasbourg,
France

Cauchoix 1831
Cauchoix 1831 (BGE)
Baudrimont 1833
Cauchoix 1836
Gautier 1836
Doberck 1884
Hoskin 1982
Glass 1997
Abrahams 2018

Cauchoix 1831 (BdL)

NMM
Greenwich
in store
(AST0912)

refractor with
eyepieces and
box 4600 francs;
stand 8000 fr

Observatory

50 pouces 10
[1.35 m]
58 lignes
[131 mm]

Observatory

12,000 francs
with stand

Present
owner/
location

Cauchoix 1831 (BGE)
Cauchoix 1836

Strasbourg
Observatory

Cauchoix 1832
Heck 2011
Patrimoine
scientifique de
Strasbourg 2018

Cauchoix 1831
Cauchoix 1831 (BGE)
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Table 1 (continued): Large object glasses made by Robert Aglaé Cauchoix

1 ‘pied’ (French foot) = 12 ‘pouces’ (French inches) = 12 × 27.07 mm = 144 ‘lignes’ (French lines) = 144 × 2.256 mm = 324.84 mm.
Metric equivalents given in square brackets [ ] have been converted by the author. Those without brackets are as given in the references.

Date Diameter

Clear
aperture

1829 51 lignes
[115 mm]

Focal
length

43 pouces
[1.16 m]

Focal Initial
ratio owner/
user

10

1824 51 lignes
[115 mm]

49 lignes
[111 mm]

62 to 65 15–16
pouces
[1.7–1.8 m]

1810

45 lignes
[102 mm]

6 pieds
[1.9 m]

1817
1831 48 lignes
[108 mm]

1831 48 lignes
[108 mm]

45 lignes
[102 mm]

Initial
location

10

28 pouces
[0.76 m]

7

36 pouces
[0.98 m]

9

Notes

c. 3200 francs
with eyepieces
and Cauchoix
stand

2 identical
object glasses
with quartz

refractor with
eyepieces and
box: 2,400 fr.
stand: 600 fr.

19

36 pouces
[0.98 m]

Price

Adrien
de Scherer

St Gall,
Switzerland

2800 francs
3000 francs

102 mm

1830 4 pouces
[108 mm]

1842:
44.5 lignes
[100 mm]
2018:
105 mm

4 pieds
14
2 pouces
10.5 lignes
[1.38 m]

Observatory

Geneva,
Switzerland

45 lignes
[102 mm]

42 pouces
[1.14 m]

11

Observatory

Geneva,
Switzerland

object-glass
500 + 600
francs

1831 45 lignes
[102 mm]

44 lignes
[99 mm]

30 pouces
[0.81 m]

8

Parisian
amateur

Paris,
France

1826

95 mm

1.22 m

13

Babote
Observatory

Montpellier,
France

2200 francs
with eyepieces
and stand

Sources

Abrahams (ref. 1).

Airy, George Biddell (ed.), Account of observations of
the Transit of Venus, 1874, December 8 (HMSO,
1881), p. 222.

Altamore, Aldo, et al., ‘The Rome Historical Cauchoix
Telescope Recovered’, in: Gionti, G., and Kikwaya
Eluo, J.-B. (eds), The Vatican Observatory, Castel
Gandolfo: 80th Anniversary Celebration, Astrophysics and Space Science Proceedings, 51
(Springer, 2018), 185–96.

Baudrimont, 1833 (ref. 28).

Cauchoix, 1824 (ref. 64).

Cauchoix, Robert Aglaé to Gautier, Alfred, 1829 July
21, Bibliothèque de Genève (BGE), ms fr 671,
fol. 133–4.

Cauchoix, Robert Aglaé, ‘Nachrichten über Herrn
Cauchoix’s Fernröhre mit Objectiven aus Glas und
Cristall’, Astronomische Nachrichten, 9 (1831),
349–52.

Cauchoix, Robert Aglaé, letter to Bouvard, Alexis, 1831
August 3, Bureau des longitudes (BdL) archives.

Cauchoix, Robert Aglaé, letters to Gautier, Alfred, 1831
August and 1831 December 1, BGE ms fr 671,
fol.135r–138v.

Cauchoix, Robert Aglaé, letter to Gautier, Alfred, 1832
July 4, BGE ms fr 671, fol 139v–140v.

Cauchoix, Robert Aglaé, ‘Schreiben des Herrn Cauchoix
an den Herausgeber der Astron. Nachrichten’,
Astronomische Nachrichten, 13, (1836), 273–6.
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Marseilles,
France

2 refractors +
1 object-glass

Source

Cauchoix 1829
Cauchoix 1831 (price)
Cauchoix 1824

PV BdL 1810/06/06
selected by
J. Burckhardt

A. Gautier 1825
Cauchoix 1831

price with eyepieces
and Cauchoix stand

1824

1830 4 pouces
and [108 mm]
1833

Observatory

price with eyepieces
and Cauchoix stand

Present
owner/
location

Cauchoix 1831

600 francs

PV BdL 5 May 1824
Gambey
transit circle

Geneva
Observatory,
Sauverny

A. Gautier 1832
Plantamour 1842
Grenon 2018

Gambey
equatorial
mounting
(object-glass
replaced in 1852
by a Merz one)

still existing
in Geneva
in 1888

Cauchoix 1832
A. Gautier 1832 (BGE)
A. Gautier 1842
É. Gautier 1888
R. Gautier 1930
Grenon 2018

quartz

Cauchoix 1831
Cauchoix 1836

1300 francs

Doberck, 1884 (ref. 38).

Enquêtes et documents relatifs à l’Enseignement
supérieur (Paris: Imprimerie nationale, 1911), p. 299.
Faidit, Jean-Michel, Le pavillon astronomique du Jardin
des plantes (Planétarium de Montpellier, 2001).
Gautier, Alfred, ‘Coup-d’œil sur l’état actuel
de l’astronomie pratique en France et en
Angleterre’, Bibliothèque universelle des sciences,
belles lettres, et arts, 29 (1825), 89–119.

Faidit 2001
Glass, 1997 (refs. 33 and 39).

Grenon, Michel, personal communication (2018).
Hargreaves, 1937 (ref. 43).

Heck, André, ‘Strasbourg’s “Academy” Observatory’,
Beiträge zur Astronomiegeschichte, 11 (2011),
220–31.
Hoskin, 1982 (ref. 38).

Hoskin, 1989 (ref. 32).

Gautier, Alfred, letter to Cauchoix, 1832 November 5,
BGE, ms fr 672, fol. 208.

Lambert-Bey, Charles Joseph, letter to Yvon-Villarceau,
Antoine, in Comptes rendus, 28 (1849), p. 233.

Gautier, 1836 (ref. 49).

Patrimoine scientifique et technique de l’université de
Strasbourg (2018): www.hp-physique.org/sdx/sriaulp/main.xsp?execute=show_document&id=IM67
015705

Gautier, Alfred, ‘Etablissement de nouveaux instrumens
dans l’Observatoire de Genève’, Bibliothèque universelle des sciences belles lettres et arts, 50
(1832), 97–8.

Gautier, Alfred, ‘Observations of the Comet of Halley,
made at the Observatory of Geneva, in 1835 and
1836’, Memoirs of the Royal Astronomical Society,
XII (1842), 385–7.

Gautier, Alfred, ‘Notice sur l’Observatoire royal de
Bruxelles et sur les travaux scientifiques qui y ont
été exécutés’, Archives des sciences physiques et
naturelles, 25 (1854), 5–28.

Gautier, Émile, ‘Notices sur l’Observatoire, le Jardin
botanique et le Musée d’histoire naturelle’, in
Documents pour servir à l’histoire de l’Université
de Genève (Geneva: Georg, 1883), 99–104.

Gautier, Raoul, and Tiercy, Georges, L’Observatoire de
Genève: 1772–1830–1930 (Geneva: Observatoire,
1930), p. 43.
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NMM website:
collections.rmg.co.uk./collections/objects/11074.html

Plantamour, Émile, Observations astronomiques faites à
l’observatoire de Genève dans l’année 1841
(Genève: Ramboz, 1842), p. 4.

Quetelet, Adolphe, ‘Plans et descriptions des instruments de l’Observatoire royal de Bruxelles’,
Annales de l’Observatoire de Bruxelles, 11 (1857),
p. 7.
RGO 2018:
http://www.royalobservatorygreenwich.org/articles.php?article=1229

Sterken, 2013 (ref. 48).

Wayman, 1988 (ref. 33).
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Fig. 11: Engraving of the Northumberland Telescope at Cambridge. The instrument was fitted with an object-glass of
298 mm clear aperture made by Cauchoix between 1831 and 1833 and sold to the Duke of Northumberland in 1835.
(Engraving from The Illustrated London News, 1843 October 28. Author’s collection)

but once again the Bureau des longitudes did not buy it.
Instead, a Lerebours refractor of 200 mm (7.39 pouces)
aperture was bought for 8000 francs on 1833 October
2. Some possible reasons for their decision are given at
the end of this paper.
Like those before it, this Cauchoix objective also
ended up across the Channel. It was bought in 1835 by
the Third Duke of Northumberland, Hugh Percy (1785–
1847), High Steward of the University of Cambridge.
He presented the instrument to the University Observatory with the enthusiastic encouragement of the Astronomer Royal, George Biddell Airy.41
The main structure was built by Ransomes engineers of Ipswich, with additional mechanical work by
Troughton and Simms of London (Figure 11).42 The
object glass, whose concave front surface of flint was

chosen, after all the tests, on 1832 May 23. The reason
was certainly not a technical one; perhaps the Bureau
thought they were indebted to Lerebours, the official
optician of the Paris Observatory, who was fifteen years
older than Cauchoix and had been manufacturing
instruments since 1789.
In 1832 and 1833 the astronomers of Paris used
either the 9-pouce (244-mm) Lerebours refractor which
belonged to the Bureau des longitudes or an 11-pouce
(298-mm) loaned by Lerebours for tests.

4.8. The Duke of Northumberland’s object-glass
On 1833 July 3 Cauchoix announced to the Bureau des
longitudes that he had just built a second refractor of
diameter 11 pouces 2 lignes (303 mm as converted by
Cauchoix), identical to the one he had sold to South,
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refigured by the great English optician Frederick James
Hargreaves (1891–1970) in 1937,43 has been replaced
and is now in storage.
After he obtained another gold medal at the 1834
Industrial Exhibition,44 was awarded the Légion d’honneur,45 and received permission from the British government to export to England his refractors tax-free,46
Cauchoix never stopped offering to make large objectglasses for the Paris Observatory such as a 13-pouce
(352-mm) lens in 1835.
Table 1 lists all Cauchoix’s large refractors from
334 mm to 99 mm clear aperture that I have been able
to trace (Cauchoix considered object-glasses larger than
4 pouces (108 mm) to be ‘pretty large’).47 The 217-mm
object-glass still preserved at the Royal Observatory of
Belgium is particularly interesting. It was cut in half to
become the objectives of two heliometers with unequal
focal lengths designed by Jean-Charles Houzeau
(1820–88) to observe the 1882 transit of Venus, and
clearly shows both components: the convex lens of
crown glass and the concave lens of flint (Figure 12).48

Fig. 12: The two halves of Cauchoix’s 223-mm achromat used in
Houzeau’s heliometer, preserved at the Royal Observatory of
Belgium. The plano-concave lens in flint glass is darker than the
biconvex lens in crown glass. (Photograph by Christiaan Sterken)

5. Cauchoix’s retirement and final
years (1836–45)

Cauchoix had no descendants who could take over the
business: his daughter had married a grocer in 1822.
Cauchoix himself had married again in 1824, to
Angelique Antoinette Putois (1743–1847), a daughter
of the optician Etienne Antoine Putois and thus a first
cousin of Cauchoix’s first wife. She had a son by an
earlier marriage, but he was a teacher. However the
firm stayed in the family since Cauchoix decided to
take his nephew Jean Baptiste Théophraste Rossin
(1804–c.1850) as a successor in 1836.49
We have a good idea of the development of the firm
thanks to the estimations made when the post-mortem
inventory of Rossin’s wife was drawn up on 1839
November 27 at the same address as in 1822, 1 rue du
Bac.50 The experts were the optician Denis François
Bardou and the mechanical engineer Armand Numa
Legey. The total amount was 71,769 francs, including
7000 francs for the business, which means that the
stock amount had been multiplied by 2.7 since 1822.
Among the optical items were 87 spectacles in gold,
silver, gold-plated, silver-plated, or tortoiseshell; 382
spectacle frames; 48 monocles; 60 spectacle cases; 203
spyglasses; 11 microscopes; 3 goniometers; 3 camera
lucidas; 34 mirrors; 5370 lenses for spectacles; various
object-glasses up to 100 mm in diameter; 4 reflecting
telescopes with stands (260 francs); and 18 refractors
with stands plus 4 stands with cog wheels (2250 francs).
The most important pieces were 18 refractors 100
mm in diameter (720 francs) and seven stands: one high
stand in walnut (150 francs), five stands in mahogany,
oak, and walnut (175 francs), and one small stand of
Cauchoix type in mahogany (100 francs). Large astro-
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nomical object glasses were also mentioned: one of 230
mm diameter and 4 m focal length, flint by Guinand,
crown by Deviolaine (4000 francs); one of 350 mm
diameter, 8.1 m focal length, flint by Guinand, crown
by Deviolaine (4000 francs); one of 360 mm diameter,
flint by Berthet,51 crown by Deviolaine (10,000 francs).
Lerebours’ death on 1840 February 13 left vacant
the position of optician deputy artist and Cauchoix
wrote immediately (February 19) to the Bureau des longitudes, hoping that all the efforts he had made in manufacturing large objectives would be rewarded by his
nomination. Biot said he regretted the absence of
Arago who could have praised with him ‘Cauchoix’s
merits, and all the services he had done for science
throughout long and hard works’.
On 1840 February 26 the title of ‘optician of the
Observatory’ was given to Lerebours’ son, but on
March 4 Cauchoix was elected unanimously as ‘opticien artiste adjoint’, with an annual salary of 2000
francs.52 Although he had moved in 1836 from Paris to
Deuil-la-Barre, 9 km east of Cormeilles-en-Parisis where
he was born, Cauchoix attended the meetings of the
Bureau des longitudes, health permitting, until he died
at Deuil on 1845 February 6.

6. The end of Cauchoix’s firm

After Cauchoix had moved to Deuil he could not do
more than give ideas and advice to his nephew, but a
very skilful workman, Edouard Evrard (1811–82), was
still employed in the workshop with Rossin. Evrard,
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Table 2: Dimensions of ‘the best telescopes successfully made by skilful artists’

Transcription of the handwritten list attached to the Procès-verbaux du Bureau des longitudes, 1844 July 22 (ref. 67)

Aperture

Cauchoix’s refractors
of small aperture

Fraunhofer
Dorpat

Reichenbach
Naples transit instrument

Cauchoix
Cambridge
South
Cooper

Utzschneider
Pulkowa
Pulkowa ‘le plus grand’

Focal
length

19 lignes [43 mm]
19 lignes [43 mm]
22 lignes [50 mm]

108 mm [4 pouces]

15 pouces [406 mm]
12 pouces [324 mm] exceptional
22 pouces [596 mm]
18 pouces [487 mm] exceptional
1000 mm

9.5
7.5 very rare
12
9.8 very rare
9.2 very rare (5000 francs)

9.5 pouces [257 mm]

13⅓ pieds = 160 pouces [4.33 m]

16.84

117 mm

1.98 m

16.92

11 pouces [298 mm]
11 pouces [298 mm]
12⅓ pouces [334 mm]

18 pieds [5.85 m]
18 pieds [5.85 m]
24 pieds [7.80 m]

19.7
19.7
23.6

10.5 pouces [284 mm]
13½ pouces [365 mm]

15 pieds [4.87 m]
20 pieds [6.50 m]

17.1
17.77

who was born in Nancy, began his apprenticeship with
Cauchoix in 1823, when he was only 12 years old. On
1847 July 31 Rossin signed an association for 4 years 8
months with the optician Louis Alexandre Jules
Baudry.53 Rossin died before the end of this association.
Evrard left the associates when Rossin died and
taught for a while before he became foreman in the
workshop of the optician Buron. It was in this capacity
that he became part of the workers’ delegation sent by
the city of Paris to the 1851 Great Exhibition of the
Works of Industry of all Nations held at Hyde Park in
London.54 At this Exhibition, Buron was awarded a
medal for a refractor with one of its lenses in quartz.55
Evrard created his own company in 1860, and his
refractors were much appreciated by the French
astronomers during the observation of the 1874 and
1882 transits of Venus.56

edly the lack of money at the Bureau des longitudes. In
the 1820s and 1830s the annual budget for all expenses
of the Bureau and the Paris and Marseilles observatories (salaries not included) was between 12,000 and
27,000 francs.
In 1828, for instance, a favourable year with 26,500
francs, only 12,000 had been available to buy and fix
instruments.61 The financial situation was so difficult
that on 1812 April 29 Laplace decided to lend 4000
francs to the Bureau to buy a large Lerebours refractor
for the Paris Observatory.
The financial situation certainly also explains why
the members of the Bureau procrastinated so much
when they had a decision to make: it was easier for
them to prolong tests for years with the good instruments they were loaned than to buy them. Of course,
this was not the case for non-institutional and wealthy
buyers who could make a quick decision. One week
had been enough for South.
On the other hand, Cauchoix had obtained the support of the government at the beginning of his career,
he had been able to get three patents, he had been in
correspondence with a large number of scientists including Sir George Airy,62 Edward Joshua Cooper, Rev.
Richard Sheepshanks (1794–1855),63 Sir James South,
William Henry Fox Talbot (1800–77),64 and Alfred
Gautier (1793–1881), the director of Geneva Observatory.65 It is worth mentioning that in his letters to the
latter, Cauchoix complained several times about the
mounting of his objectives by Gambey who was very
bad at centring the elements correctly.66
Cauchoix was still alive when, on 1844 May 22, Biot
submitted to the Bureau des longitudes a list of the

Conclusion

How would Cauchoix have assessed his career in
optics? He would certainly not have been happy with
what little he had managed to sell to the Paris Observatory: two small object-glasses in 1812 (20 francs);57 two
object glasses (6 pouces, 102 mm) in 1824 (3500 + 600
francs); a metallic mounting (7000 francs) in 1827; a
refractor stand (800 francs) in 1830;58 and an eyepiece
(430 francs) in 1834.59 In 1831 he received an additional 606 francs from the Bureau des longitudes, reason unknown.60 The total of 12,956 francs is paltry for
an optician of his abilities.
The first explanation of such a situation is undoubtIssue 12, June 2018

Focal
ratio
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‘ratios of focal lengths to apertures for the best telescopes successfully made by skilful artists’ (Table 2).67
Several of Cauchoix’s telescopes are included, but none
by Lerebours.
Eleven years later, in 1855, came this appraisal of
the situation made by the new director of the Observatoire Impérial de Paris (then independent from the
Bureau des longitudes), Urbain Jean Joseph Le Verrier
(1811–77):
We must not forget that the three large objectives
of 12 pouces [325 mm] diameter which are in use
today in London, Cambridge, and Markree were
made in France and that fifteen years ago, had not
the offers of our famous optician Cauchoix been
rejected, the Paris Observatory could have had
one of them for only 12,000 F. This attitude bore
fruit: making of large optical glass is now the
almost exclusive privilege of the city of Munich.68
Unfortunately posthumous, what a great tribute this
was to the optician Robert Aglaé Cauchoix.
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Two important cases of the irradiation
illusion in astronomy
William Sheehan

The unreliability of human senses – the idea that the world we observe is not
quite what it seems – is one of the oldest insights of philosophy. Even so, this
recognition is difficult to apply in practice. Illusions and perceptual errors, the
roles they played in the history of astronomy, and their ultimate elucidation are
the subject of the present paper. Two examples are given, both of them important in the history of astronomy. The first involves the apparent diameters of
planets and stars as measured by naked-eye observers beginning with Hipparchus
and Ptolemy, an example that affected the plausibility of various models of the
System of the World. The second involves the apparent discovery of evidence of
the atmosphere of Venus at the transit of 1761. In both cases, the so-called irradiation illusion undermines the observations. Only since 2014 has the cause of this
illusion been known: an effect termed neuronal blurring, resulting from the way
in which sensory information is processed in the visual system. This new understanding finally allows us to explain these long-standing perceptual errors.

1. Spurious disks of planets and stars

amount to be its apparent diameter at mean distance
where the planet is usually seen, for at apogee and
perigee it is hidden by the rays of the Sun. We too
find that the apparent diameter of Venus is a tenth
that of the Sun, as Hipparchus stated.3
Ptolemy then proceeds to give Hipparchus’s measures
for the apparent sizes of the other planets and the stars
as well: Jupiter is 1⁄12 the diameter of the Sun,
Mercury 1⁄15, Saturn 1⁄18; while Mars and firstmagnitude stars are 1⁄20 the diameter of the Sun.
Ptolemy adds some measures of his own, which are
in satisfactory agreement with those of Hipparchus,
although he again fails to explain how they were made.
Next, from the planetary models in the Almagest, Ptolemy
shows how to obtain the ratio of each planet’s greatest to
least relative distance from the Earth. But provided one
knows the apparent sizes of the planets, the distances
and dimensions of all these heavenly bodies follow, to
obtain which is the goal of the book.

Apparent diameters of the disks of planets and stars
were measured by naked-eye observers beginning with
Hipparchus and Ptolemy, and were invoked by both
Tycho Brahe and Giovanni Riccioli in the 16th and
17th centuries as seemingly insuperable obstacles to the
adoption of the Copernican theory of the motion of the
Earth around the Sun.1 We now know, of course, that
the stars are much too distant to show actual disks, at
least to the naked eye or even with ordinary optical
instruments.2 And yet, from ancient times, observers
consistently noted them, and asserted with authority that
the brighter planets and stars had appreciable disks of
1–3 arc minutes.
The first known attempts to measure the apparent
sizes of heavenly bodies apart from the Sun and Moon
were made by Hipparchus. We know that in the latter
part of the second century BC he obtained such measures.
We do not know his methods, only the results thanks to
Ptolemy who cited them in his Planetary Hypotheses, an
obscure work written some time after the Almagest:
Hipparchus said that the apparent diameter of the
Sun is 30 times as great as that of the smallest star,
and that the apparent diameter of Venus, which
appears to be the largest star, is about a tenth the
apparent diameter of the Sun … Hipparchus did not
make clear at which distance of Venus its diameter
takes on the value quoted, but we consider this
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1.1. A Copernican perspective
Ptolemy’s scheme, tacitly accepted by Muslim astronomers and in Christian medieval cosmology, was rather
comfortably snug, with no vast space between the
crystalline shell of Saturn and the sphere of the fixed
stars. Not so in the Copernican theory. Here, the scale
of the universe became effectively infinite. The lack of
observable parallax among the stars in the Ptolemaic
theory followed from the Earth being at rest; in the
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Copernican theory, it meant that the stars must be
almost inconceivably far away, and – given the fact that
they also seemed to have small apparent disks – they
must be inconceivably large. Copernicus admitted as
much, but tried to explain this unfortunate fact away as
evidence of the omnipotence of God:
But that there are no such appearances [i.e. of
annual parallax] among the fixed stars argues that
they are at an immense height away, which makes
the circle of annual movement [of the Earth] or its
image disappear from before our eyes since every
visible thing has a certain distance beyond which it
is no longer seen, as is shown in optics. For the
brilliance of their lights shows that there is a very
great distance between Saturn the highest of the
planets and the sphere of the fixed stars. It is by this
mark in particular that they are distinguished from
the planets, as it is proper to have the greatest
difference between the moved and the unmoved.
How exceedingly fine is the godlike work of the
Best and Greatest Artist.4

Fig. 1: Tycho Brahe’s drawing of his planetary system, in which the
Earth is at the centre, and around it travel the Moon and Sun, with
the other planets orbiting the Sun. Around the whole is the sphere of
the fixed stars. This model had the advantages of the Copernican
system without producing either parallaxes of the fixed stars or
requiring them to have impossibly large sizes. From J. L. E. Dreyer,
Tycho Brahe (1890), p. 168.

1.2. Tycho Brahe to the rescue
Despite this invocation of the Almighty, the problem
remained. The meticulous Danish observer Tycho
Brahe (1546–1601) was acutely aware of it. He had
rejected the Ptolemaic system based on his observations
of Mars, which retrograded by almost half a degree
near opposition in 1583. This convinced him that the
planet must be closer to the Earth than the Sun, in
order to have such rapid motion. Nevertheless, he did
not embrace Copernicanism either, as the lack of
observable parallax of the stars as well as the enormous
sizes of the stars that this implied was for him an
insuperable obstacle.
To get around this obstacle, Tycho famously devised
his hybrid geo-heliocentric system (Figure 1). While geometrically equivalent to (and sharing the advantages of)
the Copernican system in accounting for the motions of
the planets, it avoided the disadvantages of the lack of
parallax and implausibly large sizes of the fixed stars.
Tycho made his own estimates of the apparent sizes
of the planets and stars, and found that they agreed
with those of Ptolemy.5 Unfortunately he did not give
details of his procedures either, but as the astronomy
historian Christopher M. Graney suggests,
I imagine the basic idea is that you look at the star
or planet while you have some degree of scale from
the instrument in the same field, and compare the
two. Apparently the results are reasonably consistent. The results Tycho reports agree with Ptolemy,
and they also agree with what I have found in asking students who know little about the sky and have
good vision to compare the diameter of the moon
with the apparent diameter of a bright star. Persons
who have good vision and don’t antecedently
‘know’ that the stars are ‘points’ will typically think
that 10–30 bright stars could fit across the diameter
Issue 12, June 2018

of the moon. That translates into star diameters of
1–3 [arc] minutes.6
Agreeing as they did with the estimated apparent diameters found by the ancients, Tycho’s measures became
canonical. As the astronomy historian Albert Van
Helden suggests, they made his argument against the
Copernican hypothesis quite compelling:
Tycho argued that with his instruments, more
accurate than any instruments in history, he had
not been able to detect any annual motion of the
fixed stars that would be a reflection of the Earth’s
motion around the Sun. Knowing the accuracy of
his instruments, Tycho therefore set 1′ as the upper
limit of annual stellar parallax. This meant that in a
heliocentric cosmos, for an imaginary observer on
one of the fixed stars, the diameter of the Earth’s
annual circle around the Sun would subtend an
angle of at most 1′. From this it followed that the
distance to the fixed stars … had to be at least 700
times as far away from the Sun as Saturn is. Moreover, if as seen from the Earth a fixed star of the
third magnitude had an apparent diameter of 1′ ...
then a fixed star of the third magnitude had an
actual diameter as large as the entire orbit of the
Earth … Thus a third magnitude fixed star would
have a diameter more than 200 times as large as
the Sun’s, and a large fixed star such as Sirius or
Vega, which had an apparent diameter of 2¼′
according to Tycho, would be comparably larger.7
It was not, as is sometimes implied, lack of nerve or
religious prejudice that led Tycho to reject first the
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Ptolemaic and then the Copernican system, before
finally combining the strengths of each in his own
hybrid system. Someone who had fought a duel as a
young man in which he had famously lost much of the
bridge of his nose hardly lacked nerve. Apart from sharing his century’s general beliefs about God and the
Bible, Tycho does not seem to have been particularly
religious.8 Rather, he was intuitively aware of what would
later become a major issue in the philosophy of science:
which is to be given priority, observation or theory?
Tycho had no doubt about this. Although Ptolemy
had not, it seems, been above giving priority to theory –
and may sometimes have ‘cooked’ the data to derive a
compatible result9 – Tycho was above all a meticulous
observer who spared no pains or expense in improving
the accuracy of his measures. He was responsible for
introducing into technical astronomy the very concept
of error which, as expounded by Thoren, meant
error not just in the individual discrepant observations that almost every astronomer in history must
have had to learn to rationalize and reject, but
error that might be so fundamental to some aspect
of the collection and use of astronomical information as to invalidate, at least for Tycho’s purposes,
the result of the whole process.10
Characteristically, rather than depend on the apparent
diameters of planets and stars measured by Hipparchus
and Ptolemy, Tycho and his assistants repeated the
measurements and found that they were trustworthy.
On this foundation of trustworthy observations he
would build one of the pillars of his System of the
World.

Fig. 2: Pierre Gassendi’s diagram showing the transit of Mercury of
1631 November 7 observed from Paris. Since Mercury was much
smaller than expected from naked-eye measures of its apparent
diameter against a dark sky, Gassendi at first thought he was
observing a sunspot. The diagram was first published in Institutio
Astronomica (1656), p. 184.

c.1587–1657) at Innsbruck, Austria; and above all
Pierre Gassendi (1592–1655) in Paris.12
Gassendi was the only one who published his observations at the time. Dawning mostly cloudy, the sky
finally cleared enough for him to glimpse the planet
through a break in the cloud, but it was so small that at
first he assumed it to be a sunspot (Figure 2). Only
gradually did it reveal its true identity. He wrote: ‘I
could hardly persuade myself that it was Mercury, as
my expectation of a larger magnitude bothered me,
and I wondered if I had been deceived in the previous
measurement. But when the Sun shone again, I discovered further movement, and only then did I conclude
that Mercury had come in on his splendid wings.’ 13

1.3. The first transits are observed
After Tycho’s death his assistant Johannes Kepler
(1571–1630), having established the elliptical shape of
the orbits of the planets, predicted that Mercury and
Venus would sometimes pass in transit across the Sun.
Kepler used Tycho’s estimates of their apparent diameters to predict that Venus in transit should have an
apparent diameter of 7 arc minutes – almost a quarter
the Sun’s apparent diameter – while for Mercury the
figure was expected to be around 2½ arc minutes.
He predicted that Mercury would very likely transit
the Sun in late May 1607, and using a pinhole camera
or camera obscura believed himself to have seen it as a
large dark spot. It was only a few years later, after
Galileo and others had discovered sunspots, that Kepler
admitted that he had been in error and that he had not
caught Mercury in transit at all. ‘O lucky me!’ he wrote
ironically, ‘the first in this century to see a sunspot!’ 11
The first successful observations of Mercury in transit, on 1631 November 7 (as Kepler predicted), were
made by observers equipped with telescopes; it was
missed by those who were equipped only with pinhole
cameras and cameras obscura. The successful ones were
Johannes Remus Quietanus (fl.1610–40) at Rouffach,
Alsace; the Jesuit Father Johann Baptist Cysat (Cysatus,
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1.4. Galileo discovers the irradiation effect
The traditional narrative of the astronomical revolution during the 16th and 17th centuries pits the heliocentric heroes – Copernicus, Bruno, Galileo, Kepler,
and Newton – against an opposing group of geocentric
fuddy-duddies who clung desperately to the geocentric
theory, although in the form advocated by Tycho
rather than Copernicus. Galileo Galilei (1564–1642), in
particular, has been regarded as the central figure in
this intellectual revolution.
When from November 1609 he began pointing his
celebrated perspicillium (which Kepler called a telescope)
to the sky, he made an astonishing series of discoveries
that is supposed to have settled the Copernican versus
Ptolemaic argument once for all. He published the first
account of his telescopic observations in Sidereus Nuncius
(The Sidereal Messenger) in 1610 March. Much later, in
1632, his book Dialogo massimi sistemi del Mondo, Tolemaico,
e Copernicano (Dialogues of the two World Systems,
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Ptolemaic and Copernican) set forth his arguments in
favour of the heliocentric system in such enthusiastically readable terms that the attempt backfired and he
ended his days as a prisoner of the Inquisition.14
His main telescopic observations were of the mountains and craters of the Moon, the satellites of Jupiter,
the innumerable stars forming the Milky Way, and of
the phases of Venus. In terms of the Ptolemaic versus
Copernican argument, the latter was decisive. In
Ptolemy’s system, since Venus always lies between the
Earth and the Sun, it can never appear full or even
gibbous. In the Copernican system, since Venus circles
around the Sun, it can appear on the far side of the Sun
from the Earth and show its fully illuminated face.
Galileo likely examined Venus as soon as he moved
from Padua to Florence in 1610 September; at the time
Venus was climbing up the evening sky, and telescopically showed as a tiny brilliant orb which he could well
imagine might be shining by its own light (a possibility
Copernicus had also considered). Not until two months
later did it reach greatest elongation, showing as a halfmoon in his telescope before continuing on to develop
a horned or crescent appearance. Only then did he
send to Giuliano de’ Medici an anagram which – when
rearranged – announced his discovery: Cynthiae figuras
aemulatur mater amorum (‘the mother of loves imitates the
figures of Cynthia’). In other words, his observations
were consistent with the Copernican but not with the
Ptolemaic system (although they were also consistent
with the Tychonic system).
In the course of his observations Galileo also noticed
another effect which was most noticeable in the case of
Venus but also present in the other planets and stars.
As seen with the naked eye in a dark sky, Venus
appears to have a ‘radiant crown’, which makes it look
deceptively large. As noted above, Hipparchus and
Ptolemy – with Tycho in agreement – had given Venus
an apparent diameter of some 3 minutes of arc.
However, Galileo recognized that this radiant crown
was stripped away when the object was viewed through
a tube, against a bright sky, or with a telescope. In
Sidereus Nuncius he wrote:
It is worthy of notice that when they are observed
by means of the spyglass, stars, fixed as well as
wandering [i.e. planets], are seen not to be magnified in size in the same proportion in which other
objects, and also the Moon herself, are increased …
The reason for this is that when the stars are
observed with the naked eye, they do not show
themselves according to their simple and, so to
speak, naked size, but rather surrounded by a certain brightness and crowned by twinkling rays,
especially as the night advances. Because of this
they appear much larger than if they were stripped
of these extraneous rays, for the visual angle
[apparent diameter] is determined not by the primary body of the star but by the widely surrounding brilliance. You will perhaps understand this
Issue 12, June 2018

more clearly from this: that stars emerging in the
first twilight at sunset, even if they are of the first
magnitude, appear very small, and Venus herself,
when she presents herself to our view in broad daylight, is perceived so small that she hardly appears
to equal a little star of the sixth magnitude.15
In the Dialogo he went further, speculating that the
effect was caused by some kind of interference to the
light as it entered the eye:
I say that shining objects, either because their light
is refracted in the moisture that covers the pupil, or
because it is reflected from the edges of the eyelids
and these reflected rays are diffused over the pupil,
or for some other reason, appear to our eyes as if
surrounded by new rays. Hence these bodies look
much larger than they would if they were seen by
us deprived of such irradiations.16
1.5. Criticisms by Riccioli
For those still inclined to regard the opponents of heliocentrism as more impressed by the number than the
strength of their arguments, the most formidable of
them, the Jesuit astronomer Giovanni Battista Riccioli
(1598–1671), in the Almagestum novum of 1651, showed
himself keenly aware of Galileo’s arguments about the
rays around bright objects. He accepted Galileo’s idea
but turned it around in an interesting way: since, he
says, the telescope reveals the true size and crescent
shape of Venus or the disk of Jupiter, which the naked
eye does not, it must also reveal the true size and round
shape of a fixed star.
This led him to a full rehabilitation of the old
Tychonic objection to the Copernican theory, for the
stars must then be as large as Copernicus had supposed. But then, as summarized by Graney,
for a star to have such a telescopic appearance,
and also to lie at the distance required to explain
the absence of detectable annual parallax in the
stars under the Copernican hypothesis, basic geometry required the star to be absurdly immense ….
[A] single fixed star might conceivably exceed the
size of the entire universe as calculated by the geocentrist Tycho, whereas in a geocentric hypothesis
the fixed stars would lie just beyond the orbit of
Saturn and be of reasonable size.17
Although Riccioli had other arguments to which, he
believed, the Copernicans had no response, this was
certainly one of the weightiest. We now recognize that
the flaw in his reasoning was his belief that, since the
telescope showed the true disks (or phases) of planets
such as Jupiter and Venus, it also revealed the true
disks of the stars.
1.6. The planets shrink
The realization that the apparent globes of stars in telescopes are spurious and that they are actually nearly
dimensionless point sources occurred only gradually.
An important step in this direction was taken by
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Star
Sirius
Vega
Rigel
Aldebaran
Spica
Regulus
Procyon
Rasalhague

Table 1
Mag.
1
1
1
1
1
1
2
2

Galileo had already discussed, the diameters of the
‘crowns’ or ‘headdresses’ as he called them worn by
these brilliant objects when seen under those conditions. They did not remain when they were seen
against a bright background. Galileo, with remarkable
astuteness, realized that these effects were produced
somehow in the eye of the observer. However, it has
taken almost four centuries to fully work out the details
of what Galileo had intuitively grasped in 1630.

Estimated
diameter
(arcsec)
6.35
6.27
6.05
5.62
5.40
5.18
4.97
4.53

1.7. New light on old enigmas
Galileo found a linear relationship between a star’s
magnitude and the diameter of its image as seen
through the telescope. Johannes Hevelius (1611–87)
found a similar relationship, although he took naked-eye
measures with his large sextants and quadrants rather
than telescopic sights. Despite this, Hevelius’s measurements of apparent diameters, published in his Mercurius
in Sole Visus Gedani of 1662 (Table 1), are reported to an
accuracy of a hundredth of a second of arc. This accuracy is, needless to say, entirely spurious.
Graney has republished Hevelius’s data using modern
magnitude estimates and shown that it fits a curvilinear
relationship,22 rather than the linear relationship claimed
by Hevelius. The explanation for this curvilinear relationship is irradiation.
The images of planets and stars are all, to a greater
or lesser extent, blurred. One source of blurring has to
do with the fact that even a point source of light, when
imaged by an aperture (the pupil of the eye or the lens
of a telescope), does not form a point image. Instead, as
shown by the English astronomer George Biddell Airy
(1801–92) in the 19th century, the image is a diffraction
pattern, with a central area of maximum brightness
(the Airy disk) surrounded by a series of rings. In addition there are other optical aberrations, in the eye and
lens of the telescope, as well as the effects of the
unsteadiness of the air to contend with. All of these
contribute to blurring of the image.
However, this blurring is not irradiation, the effect
pointed out by Galileo that produced garish crowns

Hevelius’s measurements of the apparent diameters of several bright
stars, found in his 1662 book Mercurius in Sole Visus Gedani.
Instead of using telescopic sights he continued to favour naked-eye
sights, as used by earlier observers such as Tycho. His measured
diameters were reported to an impossible precision of one hundredth
of a second of arc. (Data from Graney, 2009, ref. 22.)

Gassendi during the 1631 transit of Mercury mentioned
in Section 1.3 above.18 Instead of having a disk on the
order of 2 minutes of arc, as Ptolemy and Tycho had
put it, Gassendi estimated its size as 20 arc seconds.
Although still too much by a factor of two – the actual
angular diameter of Mercury during the 1631 transit
was 9.94 arcsec – it was a vast improvement over the
old figure.19
Similarly, during the first observed transit of Venus
of 1639, Jeremiah Horrocks (1618–41) found that the
planet – which, as Horrocks himself noted, should have
been 7 arc minutes in diameter according to Kepler –
appeared only 1′ 16″ against the brilliant orb of the
Sun.20 Horrocks, in the poetical strain common with
him, celebrated this by linking it to Gassendi’s observation of the transit of Mercury, writing in Venus in Sole
Visa (Venus on the Face of the Sun):
Thou, too, illustrious Gassendi, above all others,
hail! Thou who, first and only, didst depict Hermes’
[Mercury’s] changeful orb in hidden congress with
the Sun. Well hast thou restored the fallen credit of
our ancestors, and triumphed o’er the inconstant
Wanderer. Behold thyself, thrice celebrated man!
Associated with me, if I may venture so to speak, in
a like good fortune. Contemplate, I repeat, this most
extraordinary phenomenon, never in our time to
be seen again! The planet Venus drawn from her
seclusion, modestly delineating on the Sun, without disguise, her real magnitude, whilst her disc, at
other times so lovely, is here obscured in melancholy gloom; in short, constrained to reveal to us
those important truths, which Mercury, on a former
occasion, confided to thee.21
The apparently true diameters of Mercury and Venus,
revealed during their transits across the Sun, exposed a
problem with the earlier measures against the dark sky
background. The latter had evidently merely been, as
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Fig. 3: Hermann von Helmholtz’s figure illustrating what he called
the irradiation illusion, i.e. the way bright areas appear magnified
when seen against a black background. The figure shows a black
square on a white background alongside a white square on a black
background. With good illumination and insufficient accommodation
of the eye, the white square appears larger, although they are both
equal. (After Helmholtz, 1924, ref. 23, p. 187)
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and headdresses around bright objects when seen
against a dark background. Instead, as pointed out by
the German physiologist Hermann von Helmholtz
(1821–94), ‘phenomena of irradiation can be explained
by the fact that the intensity of the light sensation is not
proportional to the objective intensity of the light’.23 In
other words, there is a non-linearity in the response
function, so that planets and stars appear larger when
they are brighter.
This effect is not produced either by the optics of the
lens or the diameter of the pupil; it occurs partly at the
level of the retina but mostly, as we now know and as
will be discussed below, by the non-linear response of
neurons (whose ‘receptive fields’ are the modern term
for what Helmholtz called ‘blur circles’) farther along
the visual system.
Helmholtz presented an illustration (Figure 3) in
which a dark swatch against a bright background
appears noticeably smaller than a bright swatch against
a dark background, even though they are in fact the
same size. Irradiation makes the bright area appear
magnified. He explained this as follows:
The [irradiation] phenomena are … easiest to see
and most pronounced, when the eye is not exactly
accommodated for the observed object … But
even when the eye is accommodated exactly, irradiation will be manifest to some extent. In fact, it
can be distinctly noticed even then, provided the
objects are very bright and particularly small. Evidently, the reason why the effect is more marked in
the case of small objects is because the size of a
small object is relatively more enlarged by the
small blur circles than that of a bigger object.24
In other words, the irradiation effect ought to be particularly evident in the case of bright objects subtending
small angular diameters seen against a dark background, which is exactly the case for planets and stars.

Fig. 4: Plot of Ptolemy–Hipparchus apparent diameters of planets
and stars (vertical axis) against modern magnitudes (horizontal
axis). Data from Van Helden (1986, ref. 3). The shape of the curve
is Gaussian and consistent with the neuronal blurring model of
Kremkow et al. (2014, ref. 25).

Fig. 5: Tycho’s data for apparent diameters of planets and stars
plotted against modern magnitudes. Data from Van Helden (1986,
ref. 3). As above, the shape of the curve is Gaussian and consistent
with the neuronal blurring model of Kremkow et al. (2014, ref. 25).

1.8. New discoveries about the visual system
Although Helmholtz’s descriptions of the irradiation
illusion are spot-on, the underlying neuronal mechanisms had to wait a long time for their explanation –
until 2014, in fact. The optical blur is the same for
bright and dim stars, and depends on the optics of the
lens (diffraction) and the diameter of pupil. But what
affects the perceived size of the image of a planet or star
depends on what happens to the image as the brain
processes it.
This was shown in elegant neurophysiological investigations by the German neuroscientist Jens Kremkow
and his associates of the way that light- and dark-sensitive neurons behave in the retina and visual centres of
the brain that are known as the lateral geniculate nucleus
and the primary visual cortex.25
They found that although the human retina and the
visual system of the brain are finely tuned to respond
to the contrast between images of different intensity
against a dark background, light-sensitive and darkIssue 12, June 2018

Fig. 6: Plot of Hevelius’s star image diameters against modern
magnitudes from the SIMBAD database. The star far below the
curve is Procyon, presumably due to errors in Hevelius’s
measurements or perhaps a simple error in transcription. Otherwise
the curve presents a reasonably good fit to the neuronal blurring
model. (After Graney, 2009, ref. 22.)

sensitive neurons respond to these images in non-linear
fashion. The result is that the edges of a light image
against a dark background appear magnified by the
brain; this causes the entire object to appear larger than
it should. It is this neuronal blurring or ‘brain magnification’ that underlies the irradiation illusion and produces effects like that shown in Figure 3, causing bright
planets and stars to appear enlarged.
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The irradiation effect for stars and planets can be
modelled by using a Gaussian function to represent the
neuronal blurring. The Ptolemy–Hipparchus data for
the apparent diameters of planets and stars are plotted
in Figure 4; in Figure 5 the Tycho data; and in Figure 6
Hevelius’s data for stars alone. All three cases present
good fits to the Gaussian curve for neuronal blurring,
consistent with expectations of the irradiation model.

2. Lomonosov’s non-discovery of the
atmosphere of Venus

Now we come to our second example of how the irradiation effect in astronomy misled astronomers. In this
case it is an apparent bright ring around Venus
observed at St Petersburg at the transit of Venus of
1761 by the Russian scientist Mikhail Vasilievich
Lomonosov (1711–65), which has long been hailed as
the first detection of the existence of the atmosphere
around that planet.26
Lomonosov, a professor of the St Petersburg Academy and a man of extremely wide interests, is among
the best-remembered of the many observers of the
1761 transit. He made careful plans to observe the
event from the private observatory at his home, while
his colleagues Andrey D. Krasilnikov and Nikolay G.
Kurganov, both seasoned astronomers, did so from the
observatory on top of the Academy building. Whereas
Krasilnikov and Kurganov were assigned to carefully
timing the contact times, Lomonosov focused his attention on any physical phenomena that might be present
during the transit.
Although Lomonosov’s original telescope was destroyed during the heavy bombardment that levelled
the Pulkovo Observatory and the suburbs of St Petersburg in World War II, recent historical research has
uncovered a publication suggesting that Lomonosov’s
instrument was likely a Dollond achromatic refractor of
4½ ft (1.4 m) focal length.27 Thus, the telescope was of
excellent quality for its time.
However, although the seeing was quite good at the
beginning of the transit, it deteriorated as the transit
progressed. The phenomena observed by Lomonosov
that have been identified with effects of Venus’s atmosphere occurred at egress. Thus, at that point, the image
would have been significantly blurred by poor seeing.
Lomonosov described what he observed as follows:
During Venus’s egress from the Sun, when its preceding limb was beginning to encroach upon the
solar limb, and was (as far as my eye could judge)
about a tenth of the diameter of Venus away, then
a small blister appeared on the edge of the Sun,
which became more and more evident as Venus
approached the moment of its complete egress …
The blister suddenly broke, and Venus appeared
without its limb … The complete egress of Venus,
or its last contact with the limb of the Sun, occurred
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Fig. 7: Lomonosov’s diagrams of what he observed at egress at the
1761 transit of Venus. In his Fig. 1., top, Venus is leaving the Sun
at A, preceded by a small bump or blister. The phenomenon is shown
at larger scale in his Fig. 3 (below) and his Fig. 4 (middle right).
His Fig. 6, bottom right, is a diagram by which he attempted to
explain the blister in terms of the bending of sunlight by the
atmosphere of Venus. In fact, the explanation was irradiation, as
explained in the text. (After Lomonosov, 1761. ref. 28.)

with a certain amount of uncertainty, and was
accompanied … with a blurring of the solar edge.28
The continuation of the account shows that it was from
the appearance of this blister that Lomonosov famously
concluded that ‘the planet Venus is surrounded by an
extensive atmosphere of air, similar to (if not even
greater than) that which surrounds our own globe’.
The relevant part of Lomonosov’s own illustration is
shown in Figure 7, while Figure 8 compares one of his
drawings to others made at the 2012 June transit by
Alexandre Koukarine using a 67-mm antique Dollond
refractor at Lick Observatory and by Vladimir Shiltsev
with a 40-mm antique Dollond achromatic refractor at
Batavia, Illinois.
In contrast to the brilliant hairlike thread (aureole)
appearing in good telescopes as Venus emerges into the
blackness beyond the solar disk, which no one doubts is
due to refraction of sunlight in the atmosphere of Venus,
the thick ‘blister’ or ‘whisker’ seen in Lomonosov’s figure
and in those by Shiltsev with the 40-mm Dollond is
clearly not the same thing. In fact – and this is the
source of much confusion – there are several distinct
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Fig. 8: 1) The bulge on the Sun’s limb at egress recorded by Lomonosov in 1761; 2) and 3) Observations at the 2012 transit by Alexandre
Koukarine at Lick Observatory with a 67-mm antique Dollond achromatic refractor and a weak filter; 4) to 6) Observations by Vladimir
Shiltsev at Batavia, Illinois, with a 40-mm antique Dollond achromatic refractor and weakly smoked glass filter on 2012 June 6 at 17:16,
17:19, and between 17:21 and 17:22 CST. (From Koukarine et al., 2013, ref. 27.)

bands in which the contrast on the edges between adjacent shades of grey is exaggerated.29 It is an optical illusion and has nothing to do with the atmosphere of
Venus – indeed, as shown in Figure 9, the same effect is
also seen during transits of airless Mercury.30

phenomena present during egress at the transit of
Venus, and many writers on these subjects confound
one with another. The phenomena are as follows.

2.1. A retinal illusion
Venus is still well on the solar disk, and appears with a
bright halo around the black disk of the planet. This is
an edge-enhancement effect produced in the retina,
and is an example of the phenomenon known as Mach

2.2. The Black Drop
This famous effect, which forms at about the time the
limbs of Venus and the Sun ought to be in precise
contact, spoiled the timings of the contacts on which
Halley’s method of determining the Earth–Sun distance
depended31 (see Figure 10). Again, it has nothing to do
with the atmosphere of Venus, as the same phenomenon has been observed around Mercury at its transits.32
The black drop is due to ordinary smearing of the ideal
image (a dark circle silhouetted against a bright circle)
produced by atmospheric seeing and diffraction within
the telescope, combined with limb darkening of the
Sun itself.33
These distortions can be quite extreme: the English
astronomer William Hirst observing at Madras wrote
of the way the planet distorted before his eyes at the
transit of 1761: ‘At the total immersion of the planet,
instead of appearing truly circular, [it] resembled more
the form of a bergamot pear, or, as Governor Pigott
then expressed it, looked like a ninepin; yet the preceding limb of Venus was extremely well defined.’ 34

Fig. 9: The phenomenon of Mach bands is an optical illusion that is
seen at transits of Mercury as well as those of Venus. It is shown as
a brighter ring around the planet in this drawing by Richard Baum
(Chester, England) based on his observations at the transit of
Mercury on 1973 November 10, 13:15–13:16 UT, using a
114-mm (4.5-in) refractor at ×186. W. Sheehan Collection)
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genuinely due to the refraction of sunlight in the atmosphere of Venus.
The polar spot, as its name implies, is a brighter
area near the planet’s pole. It seems to have first been
reported at the 1874 transit by the Australian astronomer Henry Chamberlain Russell (1836–1907) and his
colleagues.36 The reality of the spot was affirmed when
it was observed from space by the TRACE solar observatory at the transit of 2004. It is now attributed to the
effects of a collar of cold air around the planet’s poles
that depresses the height of the cloud tops by as much
as 10 km, allowing extra sunlight to penetrate the polar
regions.37
The aureole and the polar spot are the only true
Venus ‘twilight’ effects (see the sequence of drawings
from the 1874 transit in Figure 12).38

Fig. 10: Black Drop sequence
drawn by William Sheehan at
the transit of Venus on 2012
June 5. Visual observations
made at egress over a period of
30 seconds with a Celestron C11
Schmidt-Cassegrain equipped
with a 75-mm (3-inch) off-centre
filter aperture.

Conclusion

Lord Kelvin once remarked: ‘I often say that when you
can measure what you are speaking about, and express
it in numbers, you know something about it; but when
you cannot measure it, when you cannot express it in
Fig. 11: The Lomonosov ‘arch’. Luminance maps were generated
using two individual Gaussian functions for the Sun and Venus, and
a separate non-linearity function was applied to each to simulate the
neuronal blurring described in the paper of Kremkow et al. (2014,
ref. 25). The faint line in the luminance map was then made more
visible by running an edge detector. The resulting simulation,
published here for the first time, closely duplicates what Lomonosov
reported, and shows it to have been another example of the irradiation
illusion. Simulations created by Tyler Wang, Stuyvesant High
School, New York City, and Jose-Manuel Alonso, the Graduate
Center for Vision Research, Department of Biological and Visual
Sciences, State University of New York College of Optometry.

2.3. The bright blister or whisker
The bright blister or whisker seen by Lomonosov
appears where the disk of Venus does not yet overhang
the edge of the Sun, but a small bright strip of the Sun’s
surface remains present. As a result, contrast between
the edge of the Sun and the dark space is very apparent
here, and the irradiation illusion is responsible for the
effect. Again, the atmosphere of Venus is not involved
in any way. Using models of optical blur and neuronal
blur the isophote curves at this transition have been
modelled, as shown in Figure 11.

2.4. The aureole and polar spot
The thin, bright arc (aureole) and bright polar spot
seen as Venus lies part way off the edge of the Sun,
detectable at ingress (between first and second contact),
and again at egress (between third and fourth contact),
were noted by many observers at the 2012 transit. The
aureole phenomenon was found to be easily within
reach of observers experiencing good seeing conditions
and using a magnifying power greater than ×150.35
The aureole has been confused by some writers with
the Lomonosov blister effect that is due to the irradiation illusion (neuronal non-linearity), when it is actually
quite different. It is not an irradiation illusion but is
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Fig. 12: The polar spot and aureole beautifully rendered by Henry Chamberlain Russell, director of the Sydney Observatory, Australia, at the
transit of Venus of 1874 December 9. Russell observed with a 290-mm (11½-inch) refractor made by Hugo Schroeder of Hamburg,
Germany, stopped down to 125-mm (5 inches) with coloured glass filters in front of and behind the eyepiece. The sequence shows the egress
of Venus, from right to left. The aureole (which Russell termed the ‘halo’) appears in the second image of the sequence, while in the third
image 15 minutes later the polar spot also becomes visible. Both the polar spot and aureole are produced by refraction of sunlight through the
atmosphere of Venus, as described in Tanga et al. (2012, ref. 38). (New South Wales State Archives; courtesy Nick Lomb)

numbers, your knowledge is of a meagre and unsatisfactory kind.’ 39 Of course, implicit in any measurement
is knowledge of the means and procedures of measurement. Man may be indeed, as Protagoras famously said,
the measure of all things. But then man the measurer
needs to find means of measuring himself.
Prising apart those aspects of measurement that
belong to the measurer and those that belong to the
object measured represents one of the most subtle and
difficult problems of science. It arises time and time
again in the consideration of its history. The English
philosopher John Locke said at the end of the 17th century, ‘The understanding, like the eye, whilst it makes
us see and perceive all other things, takes no notice of
itself; and it requires art and pains to set it at a distance
and make it its own object.’ 40
For a long time the measurer remained thus invisible and inaccessible to the very measures and expression in numbers that Kelvin insisted upon. Although
Galileo already had intimations of this in his recognition that the ‘headdresses’ surrounding bright objects
like Venus belonged rather to the beholder’s eye (or
visual system more generally) than to the object itself,
the recognition remained rather vague. Not until the
19th century, with the recognition of the so-called personal equation affecting measurements of stellar posiIssue 12, June 2018

tions, did the measure of man become an essential part
of astronomy.41
That is the point at which astronomical measurements began to be corrected for ‘subjective’ effects. But
the corrections remained somewhat rule of thumb as
long as their underlying bases were not clearly understood, which in the case of irradiation – despite its
involvement in some famous astronomical conundrums
as described here – has been achieved in only the past
few years.
The lateness of this recognition shows perhaps how
much more difficult it has been to attain knowledge of
the observer than knowledge of what we observe. But
as slow as it has been in coming, at least we are finally
reaching the point where we can fairly say of ourselves,
to use Kelvin’s phrase, ‘we can measure what we are
speaking about’.
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Two Chessmen of Mars:
Edgar Rice Burroughs and
Eugène-Michel Antoniadi
Richard McKim

In the year 1922 two quite different authorities on the Red Planet were in the
public eye for very different reasons: the writer Edgar Rice Burroughs and his
chess-playing Martians from the famous John Carter of Mars novels, and the
expert Mars observer and chess tournament player Eugène-Michel Antoniadi.
But if chess was the common theme, the two men were absolute opposites in
other respects. Burroughs was an outgoing businessman and a family man. He
was a self-taught writer, but lacked scientific training. With his background in
the US Cavalry, Burroughs was well-placed to describe his fearsome Martian
warlords. Antoniadi was an expert in scientific matters and a skilled linguist.
Although shy and retiring by nature, he possessed one close relative who was a
bit of a terrestrial warlord. And as is often the case, the whole true story is
stranger than fiction.

1. Different openings

John Carter story was sold for $400 (about $10,000
today) to The All-Story magazine, and published in 1912.
More would soon follow from that fertile pen.
For those unfamiliar with the John Carter series, a
fine southern gentleman – John Carter of Virginia – is
magically transported to Mars, where the locals call the
planet Barsoom, and its two ‘hurtling moons’ Cluros
and Thuria. Burroughs is probably better known as the
creator of Tarzan, but he also wrote fictional stories
about other worlds, including Venus and the Moon.
In stark contrast to Burroughs, Eugène-Michel
Antoniadi came from a well-to-do merchant family in
Istanbul (then Constantinople) who were part of the
local Greek community.2 Apart from the period from
1893 to 1902 when he was apprenticed to Camille
Flammarion (1842–1925) as an assistant at the Juvisy
Observatory near Paris, Antoniadi never had to work
for a living.
There is plenty of his writing in print, including an
Atlas of the Mosque of St Sophia in Istanbul and three
marvellous astronomical books published in the 1930s,
but his private life was kept very much hidden from
public view, and the amount of useful archival material
is comparatively small. Uncovering the details of his life
has been a personal preoccupation of the author for
over 30 years. The present paper will reveal more
about his hitherto hidden life.

This paper compares and contrasts the lives of two
men, both intimately concerned with the Red Planet,
who were drawn for very different reasons to two different versions of the game of chess: the American writer
Edgar Rice Burroughs (1875–1950) and the French
astronomer Eugène-Michel Antoniadi (1870–1944).
With Burroughs, the researcher is faced with a
mountainous collection of published works as well as a
detailed biography.1 He was born on 1875 September 1
in Chicago, Illinois, and after schooling spent some time
on a ranch in Idaho. At Michigan Military Academy in
Detroit he won prizes for his horsemanship, after which
he entered briefly into the US Seventh Cavalry.
Burroughs was ultimately disappointed with that sort
of life and sought a different profession, even considering working as a cartoonist. Eventually he tried his hand
as a businessman. Gold-dredging was just one of his
ventures. But no job was ever very successful or longlived.
Finally came a breakthrough. His biographer Irwin
Porges writes how in 1911 Burroughs had set up an
agency from which he sent out salesmen to sell pencil
sharpeners on a commission basis. While waiting for
them to come back he began to write the adventure
stories that would later make him famous. The first
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2. Eugène-Michel Antoniadi: the Mars
observer who played chess

Antoniadi’s interest in astronomy dated from an early
age. By the time he was 18 he was doing serious observational work and sending reports of his observations
for publication abroad, particularly to the French Astronomical Society. In 1893, aged 23, Antoniadi travelled
to France to become Flammarion’s latest astronomical
assistant for a purely nominal salary; the main reward
was that he could gain first-hand practical experience
at an observatory.
Soon after joining Flammarion he was offered the
directorship of the BAA Mars Section. In this latter
position Antoniadi’s skill as an observer and draftsman
was admirably coupled with a brilliant analytical mind.
Figure 1 shows Antoniadi as a young man of 24, soon
after his arrival in Paris.

2.1. A career with the planet Mars
Antoniadi was quite opposite in character to the warlike
Martians in the books of Burroughs. Although he could
be extremely dangerous to any opponent upon the
printed page, and would sometimes come across as
prickly in his private correspondence, by his own
admission he was actually of a retiring disposition, and
was not even particularly keen on attending astronomical meetings. Whereas Burroughs had been heavily
influenced by the artificial-looking Mars depictions
of Giovanni Schiaparelli and Percival Lowell, a very
different conclusion would be reached by Antoniadi
during his long directorship of the BAA Mars Section.
In 1909, using the great 0.83-m refractor at Meudon
Observatory, Antoniadi had enjoyed amazingly detailed
views of the Red Planet that had cleared his mind of
any trace of Lowell’s spider-web canals. He was able to
resolve the tiniest natural-looking details upon the surface, and as a true artist of long training was one of the
very few people capable of drawing what he saw in a
realistic and accurate manner. Figure 2 shows one of
his rare colour drawings. From then onwards he considered the Martian question as essentially settled.
What he thought were seasonal colour changes in the
dark markings suggested to him the presence of vegetation;3 he probably thought that that the atmosphere
was too thin for intelligent beings.
Antoniadi was director of the BAA Mars section
from 1896 until 1917, and he might have continued
longer had it not been for a number of factors. Firstly,
by 1916 he already considered that the Section had
accomplished its original aim of accurately describing
the true nature of the planet’s surface, and in doing so
had thoroughly disproved the canal theory. Antoniadi’s
substantial BAA Memoir covering the 1909 apparition,
containing as many as one hundred illustrations and with
a testament from no less a figure than E. E. Barnard
printed on its front cover, had been published to much
acclaim in 1915.4
Issue 12, June 2018

Fig. 1: E-M. Antoniadi on a signed Carte de Visite made in Paris
in 1894. By kind permission of the British Astronomical Association. (BAA Archives)

In terms of the likely opposition to his findings, it
was convenient that Schiaparelli had died in 1910 and
that Lowell would follow in 1916. Secondly, after the
opposition of 1911, the ‘Grande Lunette’ of Meudon –
the telescope with which Antoniadi had made all his
ground-breaking discoveries – had been out of commission.5 Thirdly, in 1917 a ‘canalist’ observer had complained to the then BAA President (the Astronomer
Royal, Sir Frank Dyson) that Antoniadi had not properly considered his observations in preparing his recent
Mars Memoirs. This was like waving a red rag to a bull,
and the groundless charge so annoyed Antoniadi that
he resigned on the spot.6

2.2. A second career in chess
After 1917, Antoniadi did not study the Red Planet so
intensively for some years: not until 1924 would he
make a spectacular return to the eyepiece. In those
years he had little to do with the BAA apart from his
personal correspondence with its founder, Edward
Walter Maunder, and did relatively little astronomical
writing.7 We shall now see that his interests had, at least
for the moment, turned elsewhere.
Antoniadi had always been a man of private means.
He played the post-World War I stock market, especially
oil shares and in particular with the new company
British Petroleum. He owned and rented out three
houses in Istanbul and was able to devote his time
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printer’s ink, in this field he appears to have come off
the worse.
The height of the controversy was played out in
1922 in the pages of both La Stratégie and the British
Chess Magazine. Later Antoniadi vanished from the chess
scene so completely that one chess book published in
1932 by the British chess writer Philip W. Sergeant confidently asserted that he was dead.11 Winter classifies
him not as a champion, but as a ‘near master’.12
It is extraordinary that both Burroughs and Antoniadi,
who respectively wrote so much fact and fiction about
the Red Planet, should have had their involvement
with chess attract public attention in 1922, even if the
coincidence was purely fortuitous, relating as it did to
two completely different versions of the game played
upon two contrasting worlds.
Did Antoniadi ever read Burroughs? If he ever did, I
am sure that this highly critical man, whose literary
style often far exceeded that of English native speakers,
would not have enjoyed him. We know that he was not
at all fond of the American style of writing, and he once
admitted to his English friend T. E. R. Phillips: ‘Reading the New York Times after Gibbon gives me nausea:
the Americans are seriously damaging your splendid
language.’ 13 Burroughs’ prose, although it improved
with each successive novel, was probably not to be
compared with The Decline and Fall of the Roman Empire.
But then, his books were not aimed at professors of
English literature.

Fig. 2: A coloured drawing of Mars made with the 0.83-m OG of
Meudon Observatory by E-M.Antoniadi in 1909 October 11,
showing the Solis Lacus or ‘Eye of Mars’ above the disk centre. Part
of the Valles Marineris is also clearly shown. South is uppermost.
(BAA Mars Section Archives)

entirely to his personal interests. One of his all-absorbing
interests was chess.
Antoniadi had played for years, beginning before
1893 when he had lived in Istanbul.8, 9 According to an
2.3. A warlord in the family closet
interview, he started to play seriously only in 1903. An
In total contrast to the retiring Eugène-Michel, a relaearly high spot was at a tournament in Paris in 1907, tive of the same Istanbul Antoniadi family was destined
when he came equal first with the top American Frank to become more closely associated with the art of war
Marshall, a point ahead of the Russian-born Ksavery than any other figure of the late 19th and early 20th
Tartakower. In the three-game play-off, Marshall won
centuries. He was none other than the notorious arms
the first game and the other two were drawn. This merchant most commonly known by the name of Basil
event brought him to the attention of the British Chess Zaharoff (Figure 4). Zaharoff, later Sir Basil, would rise
Magazine, which published a rare portrait of the to become the chief agent of the munitions firm Vickers,
astronomer (Figure 3).
well-known for selling arms to
In 1922 he reached perhaps the Fig. 3: E-M. Antoniadi in 1907, from the
both sides in any given war or conpeak of his chess-playing career British Chess Magazine. See also reference 8.
flict, and who earned the nickwhen he won the international
name ‘The Merchant of Death’.
tournament at the Café de la
Much of his time was spent comRégence, Paris. Edward Winter
muting between East and West
has written some details of Antoaboard the Orient Express, so
niadi’s playing in his chess website,
much so that Sleeping Compartand gives several examples of the
ment 7 was permanently reserved
games he played.10 One of these is
for him. Much dubious business
dealing was transacted on board,
reproduced in the box overleaf.
often involving bribes in the form
Antoniadi often expressed
of cigarettes wrapped with highstrong personal opinions about the
denomination banknotes.14
game in print, some of which were
regarded as idiosyncratic. He
It was aboard that speeding
crossed swords with other writers
express train on the night of 1886
in the chess-playing literature and,
January 7 that a dramatic episode
in contrast to the astronomical
ensued. Zaharoff boarded the train
battles he waged with gallons of
in Paris, to witness (and if at all
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An Antoniadi chess victory

Chess historian Edward Winter8, 9 cites the following
tournament victory Antoniadi had in 1907 over the
top-flight American Frank Marshall, who had
played a world championship match against
Emanuel Lasker earlier the same year. I hope the
moves and comments will mean something to all
chess players; sadly, I am not one of them.
Frank J. Marshall – Eugène M. Antoniadi
Paris, 1907 July 7
Queen’s Gambit Declined

1 d4 d5 2 c4 e6 3 Nc3 Nf6 4 Bg5 Be7 5 e3 Ne4
6 Bxe7 Qxe7 7 cxd5 Nxc3 8 bxc3 exd5 9 Bd3 Nd7
10 Nf3 O-O 11 O-O Re8 12 c4 dxc4 13 Bxc4 Nb6
14 Qc2 Bf5 15 Qxf5 Nxc4 16 Rfc1 Nd6 17 Qc5 c6
18 Rab1 Ne4 19 Qc2 Rad8 20 Ne5 Nd6 21 Qa4
Nb5 22 Rxc6 Nxd4 23 exd4 bxc6 24 h3 Rd6
25 Nxc6 Qe4 26 Rc1 Rg6 27 g4 h5 28 Qc2 Qf3
29 Qb3 Qf4 30 Qc3 hxg4 31 Ne5 gxh3+ 32 Kh1
Qg5 33 White resigns.

The position after move 21

American Chess Bulletin. Tarrasch’s notes to the game
in the Berliner Lokal-Anzeiger were reproduced on pp.
187–8 of Traité du jeu des échecs by J. Taubenhaus
(Paris, 1910). Tarrasch concluded: ‘Apart from the
erroneous opening, M. Antoniadi conducted the
game in absolutely masterly fashion’.

Antoniadi annotated the game on pp. 247–88 of
La Stratégie 1907 July 24, and an English translation
was published on page 169 of the 1907 September

http://www.chesshistory.com/winter/extra/antoniadi.html

possible to sabotage) a demonstration of a new machine
gun by Hiram Maxim in Vienna. In a scene that would
have done Agatha Christie proud, Zaharoff and his
bodyguard narrowly prevented the murder of the
Duchess Doña Maria del Pilar Antonia Angela
Patrocínio de Miguero y Berente by her brand new but
mentally deranged husband, Dom Francisco Príncipe
de Bourbon y Bourbon.15
By the time Maria left the train in Vienna to stay as
planned with Emperor Franz Josef at his Palace,
Zaharoff had already fallen for her charms. Only upon
the prince’s death many years later inside a secure institution was Zaharoff legally able to marry Maria in
1924. He gave her the Casino at Monte Carlo for a
wedding present.16 Zaharoff died in 1936, and any
diaries or paperwork that might have assisted a biographer vanished with his departure.
And the precise Antoniadi connection? Zaharoff tried
to wipe all traces of his past, and even to obscure the
details of his birthplace. But from the extant records, it
is quite clear that Zaharoff was Antoniadi’s cousin.17
Because of their great difference in age, Antoniadi
almost certainly would have adopted the Greek custom
of referring to him as ‘uncle’.
Antoniadi’s surviving outgoing letters7, 18 show that
he was wary of his relative’s financial schemes. Was the
budding astronomer accompanied by his more worldlywise cousin aboard that famous train when he first
travelled to Paris in 1893?

Fig. 4: Basil Zaharoff in the regalia of the Knight Grand Cross of
the Bath which he received in 1919. (Gallica/BNF)
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3. Edgar Rice Burroughs, the inventor
of Martian chess

Following his success with earlier novels, and with ten
years of experience behind him, Burroughs penned his
fifth book in the John Carter of Mars series called The
Chessmen of Mars. This too was serialized in the All-Story
weekly magazine before its subsequent appearance in
book form in 1922.19
With the fictional Barsoom handily furnished with
an unexpectedly rich atmosphere, flora, and fauna,
John Carter’s great skill as a swordsman upon the Red
Planet elevates him (by the end of the third book) to the
position of Warlord of Mars, and ‘Jeddak’ of the Kingdom of Helium. Ruling with him is his wife, the incomparably beautiful Dejah Thoris, a red Martian native.
A lot of the novels involve evil Martians capturing
Martian princesses, and the lengthy (and often longdrawn-out) business of fighting for their honour and
returning them safely home.
The planet of Burroughs’ novels is dying, kept artificially alive by an atmospheric production plant maintained by the red Martians. There are the legendary
canals of Percival Lowell too, and the two principal
tribes are of red and green Martians, with the red ones
being somewhat better-behaved than the rest. (There
are also white, black, and yellow Martians.)
If Antoniadi had ever ventured into the pages of the
John Carter novels, he would have encountered red
and green warlords that lived for more than a thousand
years, religious cults, Martians hatched from eggs, swordplay on nearly every page, scantily clad princesses,
squealing thoats to ride upon (controlled telepathically
by their warrior riders), giant Martian banths (to be
avoided at all costs), dried-up seabeds, ancient ruined
cities, readily available brain transplants, and last but
not least, Martians playing chess to save their lives.

Fig. 5: Edgar Rice Burroughs in 1933, by when he was a wellestablished writer with seven Mars novels to his name, including
The Chessmen of Mars. (© Edgar Rice Burroughs, Inc.)

No real Martian storm, however, would ever have been
as strong as the one that toppled buildings in Chessmen.
I wondered at first if Burroughs had been inspired
by E. C. Slipher’s recent photos of a Martian dust storm
which were widely published at the time. The 1922
July dust storm around Margaritifer Sinus and Valles
Marineris was the first to be clearly photographed from
the Lowell Observatory at Flagstaff, and was large
enough to be classed as a regional event.22 However,
according to his biographer, Burroughs had already
penned Chessmen in 1921, so 1922 merely marked the
year of its publication. Indeed, Burroughs had been
busily writing this well-planned book from 1921 January to November.
Burroughs was apparently a good chess player himself, and this highly inventive and original book was for
me the most interesting reading of the whole John
Carter series. The official Burroughs biography by
Irwin Porges published in 1975 does not reveal the
source of his Martian inspiration, but does show that he
purchased ‘serious’ books. If the inspiration was not
due to a work of Lowell’s, it could just as easily have
been the result of reading some article of Slipher’s in
one of the popular science magazines.

3.1. The Chessmen of Mars
John Carter story number five, The Chessmen of Mars,
involves the plight of Carter's daughter, Princess Tara
of Helium, whose flying craft is driven far off course
during an intense Martian storm. Burroughs’ words
sound so very much like Percival Lowell’s, for up to this
point hardly a cloud has been seen to disturb the deep
blue Martian skies of the novels.
‘Ominous clouds billowed restlessly and low …
From her window Tara of Helium looked out upon
this unusual scene … Dense clouds seldom overcast the
Martian sky,’ Burroughs wrote. Presumably he envisaged a dust storm, but it is not entirely clear. In the
novel, the violent storm lasts several days. No doubt
Burroughs had read some of Lowell’s works, and in at
least two of them Lowell does mention small dust
storms.20 Prior to 1922 there had been scant photographic proof, just visual reports. There had been some
photographs taken during the final clearing of the 1909
planet-encircling storm, but these are hardly well known.21
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3.2. About Jetan
The title The Chessmen of Mars refers to the Martian
form of chess, or Jetan, a game apparently beloved by
all Martians but never taken as seriously as when
played with live pieces in the great stadium in the king-
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fans: escapism was always the main aim, pure and simple, and the science was never a very serious consideration. In this respect, Burroughs succeeded brilliantly.
By the way, Pringle justly considers that the later
and very different book The Giant of Mars was written
largely by the son of Burroughs, and that the Venus
adventures of his other interplanetary hero, Carson
Napier, were ‘not as stirring and vivid as the Mars
series’.27

dom of Manator. In this story, Gahan of Gathol is
forced to play for his life to save Princess Tara. On the
front cover of the Del Rey paperback edition (and also
our front cover) Gathan in an orange cape is battling
against the black cape of the warrior representing the
evil Jeddak of Manator. In the background, confined to
her chess square, Tara looks on apprehensively. There
is, of course, a happy ending. In another book, Jetan is
used as a plot device to steal a Martian flying machine,
when the attention of a guard in a rooftop garage is
diverted by a game in progress.
To add a little detail about Jetan, its practical aspects
are described by John Gollon in his book Chess Variations:
The game is supposed to represent (according to
Burroughs) a battle between the black race of the
south and the yellow race of the north. For this
reason, the Jetan board is supposed to be placed so
that the end with the black army is at the south,
and the end with the orange army at the north. The
board itself is of ten-by-ten squares, the squares
being checkered orange and black.23
The pieces have exciting names: Warrior, Padwar,
Dwar, Flier, Chief, Princess, Panthan, and Thoat. The
Princess is allowed a ten-square escape move once in
the game. At the back of The Chessmen of Mars Burroughs
gives the other rules. I leave the reader to go and look
them up. Apparently it is a well-thought-out game,
which many players enjoy.
In the Carter novel, a huge Jetan board was laid out
in the arena at Manator: ‘Here they play at Jetan with
living pieces. They play for great stakes and usually for
a woman – some slave of exceptional beauty… When a
warrior is moved to a square occupied by an opposing
piece, the two battle to the death for possession of the
square,’ wrote Burroughs. And of course each person is
dressed according to the piece he represents. The idea
of living chess pieces was copied by later writers.

3.4. Influences and adaptations
Through his stories Burroughs influenced an entire
generation of new writers, particularly Ray Bradbury
(1920–2012). Bradbury would go on to produce an
equally enduring (and ethereal) Mars science fiction
story, The Martian Chronicles.28 In an awkward piece of
timing, a TV adaptation was aired just after the Viking
probes landed on Mars.29 Bradbury was apparently not
impressed with this adaptation.
If the young Burroughs is less sophisticated than the
mature writer of Chessmen, we must recall that in those
early days it was more a question of an impoverished
young man writing for money, and moreover one who
was often writing to a fixed word count for monthly
magazine serialization. After all, if the young Charles
Dickens had got away with it in the 19th century, so
could the young Burroughs in the 20th century.30
The Tarzan books quickly made it onto the silver
screen. But the John Carter stories came to the modern
big screen only in 2012 in a film directed by Andrew
Stanton, and produced by Walt Disney Pictures.31
Loosely based on the first Burroughs Mars novel called
A Princess of Mars the film was released 100 years after
the first publication of the story, and starred Taylor
Kitsch as Carter and Lynn Collins as Dejah Thoris.
The film gained high praise for its action scenes and
amazing special effects, but the online International
Movie Database tells us that it received mixed reviews
overall. Personally I think that Disney succeeded brilliantly. The link to the life of Burroughs himself was, I
thought, especially cleverly done.

3.3. Mapping Barsoom
Barsoom was the subject of a crude map sketched by
Burroughs, published only in his official biography in
1975.24 A much better job of relating its kingdoms and
cities to the real Mars was finally done by Oberon Zell
and Ralph Aeschliman,25 and I am grateful to both of
them for permission to use their map here in Figure 6
(facing page). Early attempts by fans of Burroughs to
relate Barsoom to Mars often foundered on the astronomical convention of putting ‘south up’.
In the entertaining Encyclopaedia of Science Fiction, The
Chessmen of Mars (1922) and Swords of Mars (1936) are
singled out for special praise by contributor David
Pringle, who nonetheless cautions us: ‘Although Carter’s
adventures take place on another planet, he travels
there by magical means, and Barsoom itself is inconsistent and scientifically implausible.’ 26 Burroughs, however, succeeded above all in transporting the reader ‘to
a glorious never-never land, exotic and dangerous’.
And that was of course the attraction for his many loyal
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4. Different endings

As in the way they lived their lives, Burroughs and
Antoniadi ended their days in very different circumstances. Having enjoyed a brilliant second observational career from 1924 onwards, Antoniadi in old age
had to contend with the German occupation of Paris.
He made his last observations of Mars during the very
favourable opposition of 1941.32
In 1943 the Germans had set up an anti-aircraft
battery upon the terrace at Meudon Observatory,
given its panoramic view of the sky and of Paris, and so
the 0.83-m diameter object glass of the Grande Lunette
was dismounted and hidden in the cellars of the building for safety.33 In the event, the Observatory escaped
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Fig. 6: Map of Barsoom drawn by Oberon Zell on a base map prepared by Ralph Aeschliman, and reproduced here by kind permission of both of its creators. North is uppermost.

Fig. 7: E-M. Antoniadi’s general map of the planet Mars, published in his 1930 book La Planète Mars. South is uppermost.

culminate in the launch of Sputnik I in 1957. American
rocketry had been catalysed by the capture of V2 rocket
parts from Germany in the closing months of World
War II. And as early as 1953, Werner von Braun would
write his classic Marsprojekt, setting out an early mission
plan for humankind to travel to the Red Planet by
much more conventional means than those employed
by John Carter.

the war unscathed, and the object glass was remounted
in 1945.
Antoniadi was still seen in public in the summer of
1943 34 but clearly was in poor health during the particularly severe winter that followed, when he and his wife
Katharine (1879–1952) would have been short of fuel
and food. History records that the occupying Germans
made only one delivery of fuel to Paris residents during
the entire winter.
Antoniadi died in the hospital at No. 33 rue
Saussier-Leroy in 1944 February, a short walk from his
apartment at No. 16 in the same street. I lingered in
that Paris street once, looking up at the windows of
those apartments, and soaking up the local atmosphere.
On 1944 August 25 the Germans surrendered.
Burroughs died at his ranch, Tarzana, of heart failure in 1950 March. By then he had built up a huge
following of loyal readers, and had seen his books –
particularly the Tarzan ones – immortalized in Hollywood films which showcased the ability of such memorable actors as Johnny Weissmuller. Burroughs wrote a
total of 91 books and many articles. The public frankly
wanted to believe in Martians, evil ones if possible, and
writers and Hollywood film producers were only too
happy to oblige.
If the 1940s had marked the arrival of the V2 and
other rockets as weapons of war, the 1950s was a period
of more positive development in rocketry, which would
Issue 12, June 2018

5. Checkmate?

The US Air Force adopted E. C. Slipher’s Lowell Observatory chart of Mars,35 full of criss-crossed canals, as
their reference map as late as the early 1960s, as did
NASA for the early Mariner flights. This was the legacy
of Schiaparelli and Lowell, the fantasy Mars that Burroughs had written so much about. But Antoniadi’s far
more natural-looking (and canal-free) chart in Figure 7,
drawn after many years of work at the eyepiece,36 had
already become the Gold Standard throughout Europe.
History – as the final arbiter in any game – has
judged Antoniadi’s map to have stood the test of time
far better than its romantic counterpart. On the other
hand, the fantasy element in Burroughs’ work is so
strong, and so deeply involved with the human desire
to find life beyond our own world, that it will surely
endure for a long time to come.
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